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Abstract 

Historian and theorist Martha Langford has defined the family archive as a "meeting 
place". This metaphor generates a context for the performance of tactile and sonic 
registers. As the archive is awakened by the hands that meet photographic 
materiality and the voices that create narrative frameworks, the "so-called" still and 
silent photographic form becomes not effectively animated but "affectively" 
animated. The archive lies at the heart of this investigation as the beholding thread 
of photography, memory and material culture looks at the vernacular. The 
vernacular snapshot recorded the everyday, thus constructing a visual and material 
history. In return this tangible history creates a framework for the haptic and a 
context for the "affective" experience. 
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Introduction 

Place, people, things 
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Memory traces 
Moygownagh village, County Mayo, Ireland. This site specific location sets the 

depiction for my grandmother's house. As a re-visited space, it continues to create a 

path for bringing family and neighbours together. It is a crucial point of contact. 

Mary Gilvarry (my granny) is our link to family history, just as her home is. 

Souvenirs form a line on the mantle while family portraits adorn wallpapered 

facades. Drawers keep and hide trinkets, documents, hand-written letters and a 

collection of photographs assorted into a "Jacob's USA Biscuit Tin". This familiar 

bundle of photographs has been the source of family reference for as long as I can 

remember. Its use as a memory guide for granny, my mother, aunts, uncles and 

neighbours outlives mine. Basically, it is a long-living memory store. For all the 

years I have known "Jacob's", it never crossed my mind to question how its visual 

flow came to fruition. It was assumed granny was its archivist and I never had cause 

to question or argue with this assumption. As my growing years picked up an 

interest in photography, I became more intrigued by the tin that archived so many 

faces and places. Juxtaposed formats and paper types always seemed to perform as a 

whole prior to the day my mind started to think about photography from the 

perspective of a visual practitioner. 

The Gilvarry archive was always approached with a sense of causality. It's 

photographs were expected to be in the tin, in the drawer. It was never thought of as 

a collection. Exploring "Jacob's" was a venture undertaken with my granny and my 

mother. They talked me through various picture scenes. Although mostly of 

children, a parent presence could be sensed. The adult aura felt in these photographs 

is undoubtedly the author, although excluded by the frame, these family 
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photographers' exist via the tactile trace they recorded. Many photographic types 

line "Jacob's" edging. Our Irish-American relations holidayed in county Mayo 

frequently in the 1970's and l 980's. Their cameras took plenty of snaps and were 

posted back to Ireland as vestiges of smiling times. American experiences from the 

perspective of the Irish immigrant were also captured. Diaspora representations 

carved meaning for the individual and acted as a bridging mechanism for the 

separation from the homeland. The inscription below is the back of a photograph 

from the Gilvarry archive. It showcases the photograph as an object affiliated with 

the touristic gaze as well as being a commodity of exchange between America and 

Ireland. The photograph's ability to function as a self-articulation via expressions 'I 

seen', 'I did' or 'this is where we are' is also reinforced. 

Figure 1 'From the Gilvarry Archive, Circa 1964' 



Granny in particular treasures the personal messages embroidered by hand and ink. 

A blank back disappoints as without a date, name or note, she cannot effectively 

remember the "who, what, where and when". 

Figure 2 'From Project Fieldwork, Mary Gilvarry, 2012' 
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' ... A keepsake, an individual's trace of private memory, a conduit ofrecollection.'1 

Figure 3 'From the Gilvarry Archive, 1948' 

---~~ -__,__ ......, ---------- -.....-..--... 

Figure 4 'From the Gilvarry Archive, Circa 1960' 
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I also turn to the backs of photographs as a source of reference and on the day 

"Jacob's" was being explored, a particular set of ill-recorded pictures arrested 

attention. The playing ways of children and first holy communions were the 

noteworthy depictions of interest. Although reoccurring themes, there was 

something individuated about these photographs. A frame of consideration and 

creativity was put around the ordinary hence they seemed extraordinary. While 

existing as beautiful objects for me, they are known intimately to others. Granny 

informed that Mrs. Maloney was the lady responsible for taking such photographs. 

Mrs. Maloney's daughter Marian now lives in the family home. Together - Marian, 

my mother and granny frequently return their thoughts to the nostalgic object that 

captured many special memories. A selection of photographs have been extracted 

from the Maloney family archive. They depict a countryside aura, this rustic 

impression creeps into the photograph's edge transporting the viewer into the 

appropriate setting. While these photographs don't articulate lively sounds, cosy 

chats or amusing fun, little flaws give way to animated details. Such quirky 

imperfections draw the viewer into the "punctum". Theorist Roland Barthes 

developed this concept, it refers to the thing in the photograph that pricks, pierces or 

wounds the viewer. The black-and-white photograph on the following page (fig.5) 

sees the youngest child distract a row of posing girls. The "punctum" pierces the 

"should-be" picture-perfect-moment and settles on the young girl who seems 

distressed. Prior to this visual settling on the "plate of remembrance", it is possible 

the little girl had fallen. While her expression does not painfully convey this notion, 

the uneven flow of her dress and hunched stance suggests the young girl has a 

longing to lean forward and rub her knee. The older girl clinches the youths hand 
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and arm in an attempt to get her to participate in the straight and still line directed by 

the camera operator. 

Figure 5 'From the Maloney Archive, 1969' 
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Figure 6 'From the Maloney Archive, 1970' 

The above photographic fragment is pierced by the "punctum" of curiosity. The "so

called" posing moment has been disrupted by the playfulness of youth. Look in the 

corner with the other individuals and see the blurring sensations of fun. The lady in 

blue, my aunty Betty is the only one posing. Her courteous nature was probably 

shaped by the fact that she had a keen interest in photography. Next to Mrs. 

Maloney, Betty filled the Gilvarry archive with photographs. 
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Figure 7 'From the Maloney Archive, 1968' 

Featured above is the before or after of a First Holy Communion. Frills, bows and 

veils have made this occasion extra special as dressing up made a proud day even 

more fulfilling. The young communicant (my aunty Ann) is given centre stage as 

she is a step ahead of the two posing at her side ( my aunty Betty and aunty 

Kathleen). Her joined hands perform the ritual of religious practice. Religion was 

and still is very important to granny and so many others in the village. When this 

photograph is picked up, the "oohs" and "awhs" exclaimed by folk identifying with 

this common thread shows how blessed they feel to be part of the "so-called" greater 

good. These sacred occasions are family archive treasures. 
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The photograph below is a portrait of rural life in Moygownagh village. The land 

being worked is a visual familiar to the Irish landscape. The depiction of stacked 

hay, toiled soiled and weeded crops were hard-working representations. The "lay of 

the land" was an identity that streamed through the veins of men following in the 

footsteps of their grandfathers and fathers. As this thesis progresses, a gentleman 

named Jimmy Finnerty will be introduced, his affections for the land are an all day 

talking point, literally! This type of photograph would appeal to Jimmy as he is part 

of the generation remembering the horse mowing machine used to cut the meadow. 

Figure 8 'From the Maloney Archive, Late 1950's' 
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Reflecting with these photographs compelled me to think about how and why they 

were pictured. While they are historical records, they could also be classed as 

performances of identity and belonging. Mrs. Maloney left the west of Ireland when 

she was fifteen to live and work in Dun Laoghaire, County Dublin. She returned in 

her twenties. This move acts a vehicle for the expression of cultural and social 

relationships. Mrs. Maloney's camera, a "Box Brownie" was one of the commodities 

brought back from the city. In view of this, it is important to think about how this 

country/city woman imagined herself. Did she use photography to document the 

history of village life or was she constructing a narrative of personal belonging? 

While it is clear Mrs. Maloney recorded history, these photographs are not simply 

historical records, they are intimately tied to notions of identity and belonging. 

These subjective articulations exist within the image-making genre of "vernacular" 

photography, a casual photographic style classed as amateur. Mrs. Maloney's 

amateur approach had a particular air of visual ingenuity and it seems she used the 

vernacular frame to create a context for her own life. 

My conjecture cannot be answered by the village photographer but her photographs 

are pierced by the "punctum" of hints and clues. If tuned to my own visual practice, 

photographs are constructed to reflect on thoughts and feelings. The "stillness" and 

"smiles" that sit on the pictorial surface are what I call "wallpaper". As a child, my 

hand would swirl in line with the texture of the wallpaper in granny's house, as it did, 

I would imagine what was on the other side. The same applies to the photographic 

facade, what is on the other side? These things can only be answered by the frame of 

reference. The photographs presented may seem commonplace but there is nothing 

ordinary about 'such expressive forms of vernacular culture'2• It 'demonstrates the 
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enormous cultural work they perform in creating a sense of self, community, and 

belonging for their subjects.'3 

Cultural historian Tina M. Campt talks about black vernacular photography in her 

book 'Image Matters: Archive, Photography, And The African Diaspora In Europe'. 

Campt describes her interest in the vernacular as a way of thinking about 'what the 

practice of making images did for black sitters as individuals and in communities, 

and in what it allowed them to do and say about themselves. '4 This notion not only 

pertains to Campt's point ofreference. The focus of her interests are not dissimilar 

to mine. I am also attracted to what the practice of image-making did for the 

individuals ofMoygownagh village and what it allowed them to say about 

themselves. Campt refuses to take the photographs in her research 'at face value' or 

as 'evidence ofhistory'5, instead she seeks to 'emphasise the historical value of 

vernacular photographs by taking up the fundamental question of how particular 

photos become the evidence of history.'6 Through this question Campt considers 

what she terms 'the sticky residue of memory and history that makes us cling to 

certain photographs and that affectively affixes them to us and to our memories.'7 

The "sticky residue" of memory, history and photography is now considered through 

the concept "affect". What makes the individual cling to certain photographs will be 

explored through this notion. Turning to 'Photography and Culture - Affecting 

Photographies' as a strategy to explore this subject observes Thy Phu and Linda M. 

Steer state that most scholars agree the term "affect" 'describes a concept that rests 

on the frontier between the mental and somatic.18 As a result' ... affect has emerged 

as a productive site of inquiry for understanding how we perceive disparate 

phenomena, including visual images.'9 Photography is a medium used to represent 
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emotion but it is also capable of triggering it. Laura Levin states in her essay 'The 

Performative Force of Photography' that rather than dealing with photographs as 

aesthetic objects of form, composition and lighting, the 'so-called image-proper', we 

should look at the "doing" aspect of photography. How do 'images exceed their 

frames and directly affect their viewers?'10 Levin turns to Roland Barthes as a 

relational strategy, just as I do in chapter two. She references the 'history of looking' 

represented in the 'tradition of Camera Lucida' as a gateway for 'the emotional 

experience of the 'spectator' encountering the photograph .. .'
11 

Sarah Parsons essay 'Sontag's Lament' presents the concept of 'the embodied 

viewer.'12 Sontag relates this theory to the beholder who 'connects with feelings and 

thoughts through narrative andjudgement.'13 According to Parsons, Sontag 

references both sides of the coin as she also declares 'photographs deaden our 

emotions and promote emotional detachment.'14 As this thesis unravels, the reader 

will see Sontag's notion in full bloom as my granny uses a photograph of roses to 

remember her favourite flowers but to also detach from her dead daughter standing 

in the midst of the floral emulsion. Sontag 'warns that perhaps too much value is 

assigned to memory, not enough to thinking.' 15 Agreeing with this statement, I want 

to borrow Levin's term 'a common methodological frame', this thinking structure 

spends time meditating with people, place and time. Levin draws the theorist Ariella 

Azoulay into this framework. Azoulay states that' ... images can only be fully 

understood ifwe rethink the time ofphotography.'16 Relating this concept to Mrs. 

Maloney's photographs and their material creases, curling edges, scratched emulsion, 

little specs of dust, different pictorial shapes and sizes, old-fashioned black-and

white, sepia and colour reproductions and people's dress helps us to rethink the time 

of photography. Azoulay states that 'one needs to stop looking at the photograph and 
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instead start watching it.'17 Zoning in on the term 'watch' Azoulay declares that 'it 

entails dimensions of time and movement that need to be reinscribed in the 

interpretation of the still photographic image.,18 Reinscribing the photograph with its 

initial engraving transports the beholder back into the photographic past. This time 

shift creates a set of responses which Campt in particular uses as a mechanism to 

unpack; 

what motivated a community's attachment to the serial reproduction of 
certain kinds of images and specific image-making practices, and explaining 
how they functioned at particular historical moments, gives us a different 
appreciation of the reappearance of familiar or similar (albeit never exact) 

d . f h f. . 19 repro uct1ons o t e same types o nnages over tune. 

Campt thinks about photographs as a seriality, in her view they should never be 

thought of as 'hollow replications.'20 Thinking about them as a seriality animates 

Azoulay's concept of time and movement. The photographs looked at in this thesis 

circulated privately and publically, they moved within family circles, shifted among 

different generations and even crossed countries and continents. Photographs are 

'meant to be kept, but also to move, to circulate spatially and temporally, travelling 

between people and forward in time, and taking on a life well beyond those who 

made and posed in them.'21 

The Maloney "Brownie" should not be viewed as a hollow object and ought to be 

observed from an "affective" perspective. As an evocative and expressive object this 

camera-apparatus operated beyond the visual realm. It was imbued with other 

sensory registers as it was held, grasped and passed. The "Brownie" acted as a 

stencil for photographic cut-outs and from once these miniatures could be held in 

hand, they became transportable - a 'transfer between people, places, and times.'22 

Chapter's one and two act as a portal for the haptic. This tactile and affective index 
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creates a means for exploring the "Brownie" and the family snapshot as a 'cherished 

object meant to be touched, held, exchanged, and displayed.'
23 

Campt describes her methodological approach as; 

written in shifting authorial voices that highlight my own positionality in 
relation to the images, each chapter is conceived as a kind of archive story -
stories detailing how I came to find the particular sets of photographs I 
analyse; stories of my first encounters with these images and others that 
influenced or affected me; and stories of my related encounters with my own 
family and our photographs.24 

Operating in a related field to Campt means my working method is not dissimilar. 

Also written from the perspective of shifting authorial voices means my position 

within the framework is felt. Like Campt, my chapters are archive stories; they 

animate a particular set of photographs. Specific images are removed from archives 

to function within a narrative framework while other photographic encounters 

engage with individuals performing the project instruction "pick a picture". 

Interaction with particular photographs 'constitutes a moment of archival encounters 

that produce points of critical reflection, insight and interrogation. '25 The directive 

"pick a picture" created a tangible field for the individual and their visual history. 

Campt's research strategy also embraces 'the affective, sensory, and archival 

dynamics' of photographs as a way to 'enliven their complexities and their relevance 

to demonstrate both why they matter and what the matter of the image might tell us 

about photographs and families .. .'26 

Extracting "might tell us" from Campt's quotation creates a temporary structure for 

the discussion of my visual practice. I have previously referred to certain individuals 

and as this thesis progresses they will be introduced and talked about and as my 

visual work comes to :fruition they will be given more than literary life. It is 
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important to note that while photography is my main method of representation, film 

has also meandered its way into my practice. It animates people and their 

photographic experiences, it removes the uncertainty of "might'' and replaces it with 

"will", the image will tell us a story. My goal is to produce a video-piece combining 

sti ll and moving imagery. Susan Sontag has stated in relation to this field that 'still 

photographs in films can create a space or a pause that invites an affective 

response.'27 While intending to employ this visual strategy for the video-piece, 

photographs created via analogue and digital forms as well the snapshot as an 

original physical entity are all planned to perform as a whole. Drawing specifically 

on a visual strategy that positions the photographic archive into a black set 

illuminates its materiality and removes overt sentimentality. For example, "Jacob's 

USA Biscuit Tin" will not be solely recognised as granny's photographic collection 

kept in a drawer in her bedroom, instead it floats in a black pool illuminating its 

materiality and opening up its narrative potential. The photo's in these archives are 

sketchily seen at the top, this strategy provokes the viewer to almost tip their tiptoes 

to see in but full view is denied. This notion reinstates the fact that these archives 

are privately owned. The desire to look and sieve photographs no matter who they 

belong to is also rooted in this denied point of contact. 

The "Box Brownie" will also be pictured in a black set with the intended aesthetic 

animating its emergence from the past. An ethereal photograph imaging a cropped 

Marian beholding a portrait of her mother means Mrs. Maloney is both fixed and 

fragile, present and absent. Echoing this thematic is an album page, is the apparent 

blankness really blank? As one has a closer look, the physical fusion of time and 

light that has profiled where certain photographs once sat alters the initially 
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perceived empty space. The possible tactile connection of the hand that removed 

these photographs is also alluded to. Continuing with this tactile dimension, the 

domestic snapshot will unveil the backs of photographs and reveal personal 

messages pressed into place by the hand that deemed it necessary to preserve 

memory in ink. There may also be a possible reference to the image coming through 

as a mere trace, this idea will umavel as the work does. Pictures will be re-

photo graphed using analogue and digital forms, these visual strategies look back as 

well as forward in an attempt to reframe and rewrite history. The tactility of the 

analogue process I intend to employ returns to Mrs. Maloney as she put film into the 

"Box Brownie" and held it in hand as she traced her own imaginings. As I not only 

trace but fragment the snapshot - the creases, crinkles and cracks that survive in the 

materiality are not only seen as marks of time but also as a metaphor for the scars of 

loves and losses. While smiling faces are acknowledged as a photographic catalyst, 

they also act as a means that has driven an exploration of the memory detail that 

survives in the materiality of the photograph as well as in the skin of the individual. 

This is where photography and film become two "affective" nuances. While 

gradating in difference, they come together to construct a coherent visual framework. 

A question raised in relation to my visual practice queried whether or not it should 

incorporate the individual interacting with the digitised photograph. Digital culture 

cannot be ignored but it should be noted that I intentionaIJy chose not to invest 

interest in Facebook, Flickr, YouTube, mobile phones, etc. I am not ignoring the 

changing pace of photography and am aware of the ubiquitous and pertinent nature 

of image sharing networks and the shift in a new archival means for photography. 

As a photographic practitioner with an appreciation for both analogue and digital 
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forms, my main interest lies in visual history, the archive, material culture and 

memory. To comprehend this allure, Martha Langford's concept the "fabric of 

memory" is drawn on because it embodies the notion of tactility and orality. Digital 

photography can be perceived as "tangible" and it clearly models itself as a prop for 

the externalisation of memory. However, I argue that the individual cannot 

effectively 'grabble with its specific contents, structure, and reception.'28 Going back 

to the archive - whether a tin, a box or an album animates the individual's intent to 

'revive a suspended conversation'29 or reawaken a dormant memory. This practice of 

retrieval is not a description for the recovery of computerised data, it is a depiction 

for archival performances and it meanders its way into the first chapter where the 

keepers of memory grabble with the materiality of photography. 
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Chapter 1 

Flesh and Blood 

Figure 9 'From Project Fieldwork, The Maloney Family Six-20 Box Brownie, 2012' 

'Objects are invested with a significance to do with flesh and blood'Jo 

- Claire Grey 
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Keepers of memory 
The introduced camera or more distinctly "Kodak Box Brownie" is no ordinary 

camera, it has a history. I encountered the history of this camera for the first time 

through my mother. Her childhood recollection guaranteed it a twin-lens camera. 

This definite recall was determined by her memory of Mrs. Maloney balancing the 

"Brownie" in front of her abdomen and head tilted downward as she engaged the 

viewfinder. This notes the reason for my mother's confusion. Growing up in a small 

village in the west of Ireland with limited resources to fund prevailing technology 

meant the "Maloney family Brownie" had special resonance in village life. Hearing 

about the camera filled my mind with curiosity, hence our impending visit to the 

Maloney household, now lived in by Marian (Mrs. Maloney's daughter) and her 

family. Prior to the performance and description triggered by this visit, it is 

important to indicate the direction this chapter intends to take. In view of the 

socially performing object that pictured people and place, the concept "visual 

economy" developed by Debra Poole emerges to examine how imagery flowed 

across geographical boundaries. While exploring the impact of visual culture in an 

urban and rural context, the "visual economy" sets out to unveil the ritual practice of 

pictorial exchange. Prior to Kodak's revolutionary hand-held camera there was no 

other visual apparatus performing in the village with the exception of the "Brownie". 

The only other encounter inhabitants had with photographs was via relatives 

holidaying in the area, their visiting snaps were posted back to Ireland. America is 

chosen to act as an example because my grandfather's brother and two sisters lived in 

Philadelphia. The Gilvarry family vividly remembers them with a camera in hand 

while on vacation, resulting in imagery flowing across geographical boundaries. 

This visual depiction sets the scene for an oral dimension as the likely photographic 
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reception is imagined. Martha Langford and Elizabeth Edwards highlight in 

different ways the conversation and story-telling events that visit people's lives as a 

result of their encounter with photographs. C. Nadia Seremetakis responds to the 

notion of animated experiences as her body-lived and body-filled Greek culture 

triggers the memory of a personal history. My granny also has an encounter but with 

the photograph, via this "affective" object personal memories are stirred for her. 

These summarised encounters are drawn into Sarah Pink's concept "photo

elicitation". While Pink relates the "elicited affect" to photography, it is a concept 

yielding to most objects and/or places that trigger a personal history. 

The object of hale and heart 
In 'Theories of Relativity' Claire Grey remark's that women are keepers of the past. 

Reflecting with the females encountered through family, friendship and work 

observes the culture ofremembering among this specific group of women as 

nostalgic. Items collected (speaking from a personal perspective) represents a 

yearning to gather objects of distinct significance. This symbolises the desire to 

remember. Keeping an object safe by wrapping it up, putting it away or removing it 

from inquisitive minds and curious hands notes the importance an individual places 

upon cherishing what is dear to them. Gabrielle (Marian's sister) inherited the 

''Maloney family Brownie". The attic of her Donegal home protects its aging body 

and preserves its family sentiment. Gabrielle remembers the joy-filled gaze and 

hand-holding pleasure the "Brownie" brought to her mother's life. To preserve the 

object embodying her tactile trace, the "Brownie" is kept in the attic where it is 

thought to be out of reach. A personal request to see the camera led the "Brownie" 

to travel from County Donegal to County Mayo. In response to our pre-empted visit, 

Marian had selected photographs from the Maloney family archive. The usual 
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kitchen-table eating habits were temporarily displaced for the fondness of old 

memories. I was introduced or in the case of my mother and Marian re-introduced to 

photographs taken by the "Brownie". The conversation excitedly turned to 

photographic characteristics - image size, sepia, black-and-white and colour - all 

which led to the question, "can I see the camera?"31 Promptly moving from her 

chair, Marian's delighted manner looked forward to the prospect of its unveiling. As 

it was brought over to the table, a white plastic bag with a prominent red "VG" logo 

greeted our vision ("VG - Price Power" was a small chain of shops replaced by 

Centra convenience stores). Featured below is a photograph from my visual 

practice, it reveals the bag being discussed. From the way it's pictured the "VG" 

logo is not seen, it is curled up under the knot that ties the bag. The element being 

spotlighted in this photograph is the note that features a personal inscription from 

Mrs. Maloney to her daughter Gabrielle. 

Figure 10 'From Project Fieldwork, Bag Containing Box Brownie Camera, 2012' 
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The plastic bag storing the camera conjures up an image of bodily consumption, it 

does so through the iconic projection of foodstuff, a frequent fill for the plastic bag. 

In this case the "VG" bag is imagined as a store for produce fit for consumption. 

Let's suppose that two such goods in the bag are tea leaves and biscuits. These 

consumable goods are usually brought to the table to perform as social ingredients. 

The "cuppa" and "bickie" are joined by a "chat" - this is the kind of social 

performance I grew up with. Photographs were usually part of such interactive 

moments but in order for them to be present, they had to be retrieved. Intentionally 

going to get the archive turns my mind to Paul Connerton and his notion that a 

bodily practice ' ... re-enacts an image of the past... and ... executes spontaneously the 

bodily movements in question.'32 Past actions are habitually stored in the body 

therefore behaviours and performances become part 'of a continuously practiced 

activity.'33 According to Connerton 'patterns of body use become ingrained through 

our interactions with objects. '34 These observations share an affinity with my 

practice as I witnessed individuals walking from one room to another to retrieve a 

box or album of photographs or in Marian's case unpack a camera. These rituals are 

part of continuously practiced activities. 

Staying with the "VG" bag and recognising that it also operates as a metaphor for 

"inscription" brings into picture a faint hand-written instruction. Mrs. Maloney's 

tactile trace was printed onto the plastic surface as she purposefully etched her 

intentions - "mom's camera for Gabrielle". In order to protect her trace, Gabrielle 

attached a note stating "please don't lose plastic bag cos Mom's writing is on there 

giving camera to me". The aura of adoration around this object can be sensed from 

the plastic protection. 
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Field Notes - Marian Barratt (Nee Maloney) 
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Untying the knotted bag, Marian extracted a brown padded envelope lined with 

sellotape at the top; although no longer sticky the caring intent was evident. The 

opening permitted her hand to scoop out the camera and as she did, a brown-reddish 

case with a thin handle was revealed. Passed into the hands of the remembering 

individuals, camera re-enactment set the scene of this domestic interior. My mother 

held it up to her eye, her memory of the "Brownie" was temporarily displaced by the 

trained behaviour of the camera's she had used over the years. She was quickly 

reminded of its operation as Marian took it from her hands. Remembering as though 

she could see her mother in action, Marian naturally rested the camera in front of her 

abdomen and looked down towards the viewfinder. While she played with the joys 

of memory, my attention averted to camera aesthetics. 

Elastoplast framed its edging, this pinkish adhesive tape was a quirky measure put in 

place to eradicate light leeks. As the back was opened, the film spool sat in place, 

positioned by the hand that touched it for the last time before it was closed into latent 

darkness. While running her observing eye and touching hand over the interior and 

exterior, Marian spoke about the memory of her mother letting children look through 

the viewfinder. The camera had two viewing screens, one was portrait and the other 

was landscape and true to this the photographs that lay on the table were a variety. 

The shutter, winder and all mechanics responsible for capture were identified by the 

intrigued presence in the room. My curiosity wanted to know, "how or where did 

your mother get the camera?"35 Unable to say for definite, her speculation aired a 

sense of surety as she commented on the probability that the camera was acquired 

from people her mother knew coming off the boat. 
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Figure 11 'From Project Fieldwork, The Maloney Family Six-20 Box Brownie, 2012' 

Living and working in Dun Laoghaire, County Dublin before moving to County 

Mayo made this suggestion a possible resolve. Marian remembered a watch her 

mother got in this way, therefore it is possible the camera was obtained in a similar 

fashion. They soon tired of "Brownie chit-chat". The only thing that could redeem 

them at that stage was a cup of tea. This is the country solution to a fatigued or 

gloomy body. Tea will fix it. Well it usually made things seem better as tea-time 

was joined by a biscuit or two. Echoing this, Marian took out a tin of "Jacob's 

Afternoon Tea" to accompany the "cuppa". While she and my mother chatted, their 

voices became a drone as my visual attention continued its interest in the "Brownie". 

Its age was defined by the scratches that had eaten their way into its metal-coated 

body, however the aesthetics remain unchanged as these superficial blemishes fade 

to give way to a charming and nostalgic object. Mrs. Maloney's hand-and-eye 

worked in a communion of creativity; this is evidenced by the charm etched into the 

surviving emulsion of her photographs. Further indications declare their right and 
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worth of notice as some photographs bear deliberate creases (see fig.12 below and 

fig.13 on the following page). One can imagine the hand continually bending a 

crease back and forth until it resembles a fold. This strategy possibly represented 

Mrs. Maloney's search for a photographically considered approach. 

Figure 12 'From The Maloney Archive, 1964' 
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Figure 13 'From The Maloney Archive, 1968' 

I 964 and 1968 - reference to the black-and-white photo above and the sepia photo 

on the previous page. These extracts are from the Gilvarry archive but were 

recorded by Mrs. Maloney and the "Brownie". As a photographic practitioner these 

photographs delighted my aesthetic palette but exceeded mere visual appreciation as 

human interaction could be sensed. The two individuals in my company did not bide 

these photographs time the way I did. What I considered creative intent, they saw as 

errors. These photographs were not hurried snapshots, while this characteristic 

prevails, contemplative intent is also evident. The framing is considered and the way 

people are grouped or placed comes across thoughtfully. Family ties are 

symbolically captured, it's obvious that seizing events or picturing the everyday 

youth before outgrowing the family photograph were the most important acts of 

depiction. In this way, photography and geography came together to picture the 

lives of these villagers. Not only did the landscape provide an idyllic backdrop for 

family occasions, it also served to represent an identity and a belonging. From green 

fields and hills to bogs and marshy lands, these physical etchings represented 
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personal plots. A particular way of life was defined by the physical magnitude of 

Moygownagh village resulting in a community folk sharing common threads of 

identity. 

The lay of the land 
Belonging is a feeling naturally tied to place or more specifically the landscape. 

Photography and geography came together to picture an essence of this belonging. 

Departing from photography for a moment draws attention to the map and its 

representation as a topographic marking. It is important to note that cartography 

presents us with a visual that is abstract. Map historian J.B. Harley reveals maps 

' ... are regarded as refracted images contributing to dialogue in a socially constructed 

world.'36 As noted by the picture-taking moment, the frame selectively chooses its 

content. Maps follow in this way. It is largely impossible to ignore that 'map power 

is a social product.'37 Harley refers to the French philosopher and historian Michel 

Foucault and his critique of historiography in which it is stated that 'the quest for 

truth was not an objective and neutral activity but was intimately related to the 'will 

to power' of the truth-seeker.,38 The "lay of the land" was an expression used by my 

grandfather many times, it was a metaphor for the way the land spilled over the 

earth, natural and unspoiled. However, unflawed beauty became bound up in law 

and order. In granddad's time land disputes were not uncommon as territorial rows 

defined a new "lay" for the land. This example pictures Foucault's notion of will, 

power and truth-seeking. As a result, boundary markings scarred the once blemish 

free landscape. Our family history remembers property entangled in conversation 

and arguments topically defined by rightful ownership. The Irish expression "blood, 

sweat and tears" embodied the landscape. The man worked the land and the land 

worked the man. If this hard-working metaphor represented your plot of toiled soil 
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on a map, it was considered a proud keepsake. Harley states that 'seeing was 

believing in relation to the territorial hierarchies expressed in maps. '39 He adds to 

this statement by declaring that; 

maps impinged invisibly on the daily lives of ordinary people. Just as the 
clock, as a graphic symbol of centralised political authority, brought 'time 
discipline' into the rhythms of industrial workers, so too the lines of maps, 
dictators of a new agrarian topography, introduced a dimension of'space 
d. . 1· ,40 1sc1p me. 

The physical marking of a "line" on a map or a "line" of fencing on the land were 

two significant space disciplines. Divide and conquer were the triumphs of such 

spatial divisions. When the landscape became map bound, it was defined by 

miniature detail and scale bared no resemblance to the real thing. Harley gives an 

example of this with seventeenth-century Ireland in mind. 

Surveyors working for English proprietors sometimes excluded the cabins of 
the native Irish from their otherwise 'accurate' maps is not just a question of 
scale and of topographical prominence of such houses, but rather of the 
religious tensions and class relations in the Irish countryside.41 

Harley's example brings visibility to the fact that maps are an imbued symbol of 

power. The ability to include and exclude are tools used readily and easily by 

cartography and photography. As a result, both exist in a socially constructed world. 

However, cartography not being dissimilar to photography is a fundamental medium 

of visibility and a material representation of place. The map motif shaping the west 

oflreland or specifically County Mayo (Contae Mhaigh Eo) represents a bundle of 

small communities (see fig.14 on the following page). Symbolic lines thread and run 

together, connecting people and place. However, this idea must also be seen from 

Harley's perspective which implies that maps 'foster the notion of a socially empty 

space.'42 The Moygownagh landscape cultivates a bleak impression and maps 

representing this area nurture a rural bleakness as they fail to accurately depict the 

landscapes heart. The reader may be wondering where Moygownagh is, hence the 
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map information. This is a re-photographed section of County Mayo, circa 1880. A 

red indicator draws attention to the general area being discussed. This map exists 

purely as a gauge; displayed with the intent to offer the reader visible means to a 

region unfamiliar to most. The aerial view delivers a regional impression of 

Moygownagh and its location within County Mayo. 

Figure 14 'Re-photographed Map of County Mayo , Circa 1880' 

The upcoming map details, although simplistic black-and-white features provide the 

reader with landscaping evidence. Not only do they specify the exact areas where 

individuals involved in this project reside but they also offer a visible means to the 

type of landscape in the area. For example, there is evidence of forestry, rivers and 

loughs. In fig.16 the map has being cropped to bring the reader into an intimate 

relationship with regional names and their proximity to one another. Moygownagh 

village possesses small-scale amenities such as a church, shop, post office, petrol 
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station, community hall, two schools and a football pitch. These facilities have 

being built up over time. The parish ofMoygownagh in the Barony ofTirawley had 

a population of366 in 1966 and a figure of259 in 2011. Ivor Hamrock at the Local 

Studies Section in Mayo County Library does not have the population figures 

preceding 1966 therefore this time-frame is used as an approximate statistic for the 

discussion of former years. My grandmother (Mary Murphy) married my 

grandfather (Jimmy Gilvarry) in 1947 and settled in the Knockananny region of 

Moygownagh Parish. Granny stated that "this was a time of little need and little 

want."43 When the external forms of technology met the lives of people who lived 

free of fanciful materialisations, "people weren't too bothered with having"44
• 

Electricity served to bring light to households but granny remembered that not 

everyone wanted to take it as ''they made out that time, it would kill you"45 and 

"people feared newness. "46 Granny explained that radios and televisions were 

expensive and their invention wasn't fully understood. She holds dear the memory 

of granddad walking quite a distance over the fields to visit the house of two 

bachelors who had a television. All he wanted to know was the news of the country 

and the weather report. Walking the fields was in his blood. The pastures were 

peaceful and the sense of solitude he found there lived within him. Land was 

essential to granddad's way oflife. While the aesthetics ofMoygownagh's 

geographical backdrop were suitable for Mrs. Maloney's pictorial set, it wasn't just 

picturesque for granddad, the landscape was his pride, joy and serenity. He never 

needed a photograph to remember it, all he had to do was walk out of the house and 

there it was, literally "sitting on the doorstep". Photographs couldn't give him that 

sense of realness but there was a time I vividly remember our American relatives 

leaving after a two-week stay, granddad urged them outside for the landscape to 
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perform as the backdrop for a photograph that would live in their memory. He 

obviously considered the camera worthy of conveying a sense of place. 

Figure 15 'Map of the Moygownagh Area' 

Figure 16 'Map of the Moygownagh Area - Cropped' 
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Field Notes - Mary Gilvarry 
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1950 - l 960's, the camera apparatus served as a national device. It was used to 

represent place, politics and power. 1950 - granny was in her late twenties and there 

was no such thing as "pictures, pictures everywhere!" However, in 1966 my mother 

was fifteen and granny was in her forties. It was at this stage they met photography 

in a remembering way. When declaring they encountered the medium in this 

fashion, I mean there was a shift in the perception of memory. It was externalised 

into a visual form hence they have not forgotten their initial contact with this new 

means of visualisation. Considering the time-frame of 1966, attention is drawn to 

the fact that this period marked the fiftieth anniversary of the 1916 Easter Rising. 

One may doubt how this historical event relates to that being discussed but I see its 

relevance via the larger context of what was happening in Ireland at that time. It is 

vital to remember that while the members of a small rural community in the West 

were encountering photography in a diminutive way, other areas oflreland such as 

Dublin were forced into contact with the medium on a larger and more public scale. 

The essay 'Visualising the Rising: Photography, Memory, and the Visual Economy 

of the 1916 Easter Rising' by the historian of photography Justin Carville presents 

the key phrase "visual economy". Inspired by anthropologist Debra Poole, this 

concept introduces the idea of image circulation or in Poole's description, 'capturing 

a sense of how visual images move across national and cultural boundaries.'47 It 

pivots around modes of 'production, circulation and consumption.'48 Carville's essay 

introduces the reader to a photographer named Joseph Cashman. His photographs 

performed as an integral mnemonic collection which became particularly valued at a 

time when commemoration ceremonies relied on imagery to depict and represent 

historical foundations. Cashman's "historic photo's" functioned as 'material 

remains'49 and aided 'the significance of 1916 photographica ... to which the 
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photographic image shaped public consciousness of the Rising.'50 It is not accurately 

known how the west of Ireland responded or indeed came across depictions of the 

Rising when compared to those in Dublin where its visual occupancy was 

ubiquitous. But there is no doubt that representations of some shape or form flowed 

across urban-rural boundaries whether via radio or television transmission and/or by 

printed media. Poole states that 'in the modern visual economy the domain of vision 

is organised around the continual production and circulation of interchangeable or 

serialised image objects and visual experiences.'51 If imagined in line with the 

Risings fiftieth anniversary, one can imagine how this commemorative date 

organised the display of image objects to perform as a specific visual experience. 

According to Carville's text, the aftermath of the Rising was documented and 

'reproduced in photographic form' via 'newspaper supplements, postcards, and 

commemorative booklets.'52 As a result visual material was bound up in what Poole 

has observed as 'a particular form of exchange value associated with mass-produced 

images.'53 Consequently 'vision is fragmented and focused .. .'54 This creates a 

meeting point for a photograph reproduced in Carville's essay. Extracted from the 

photographic archive in the National Library oflreland, the image depicts a group of 

men collectively engaging in a looking experience. Forming as a group, they gather 

around a window, the overhead sign of the building justifies the attraction as it is 

captioned 'Historic Photo's'. The reader, in this case "me" witnesses these men from 

the rear, some stand tall as they look beyond the man in front, while those standing 

nearer the window stoop for a closer peek. The interest can be felt as steady heads 

concentrate on the imagery displayed. This is one of Cashman's photographs and it 

was pictured in 1966. It proves that imagery not only arrested public attention but 

that it was forced to represent historical events. Through' .. . sporadic, fractured, and 
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defeated political and revolutionary events ... ' photographs were 'organised into a 

cohesive display commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the 1916 Easter 

Rebellion. '55 Cashman's photographs externalised memory 'by turning the past event 

into an individual, historical trace decontextualised from actual experience. '56 

Obviously the west oflreland and other counties were separated from such prolific 

image displays but no matter how distanced they were from shop-front exhibitions, 

they were sure to engage with its historical traces one way or another. As a result, 

this national experience of memory impacted Ireland's ''visual economy" both 

directly and indirectly. 

The home version of history 
Kodak operated a similar strategy to the "Rising" as it also endorsed the 

externalisation of memory by 'turning the past event into an individual, historical 

trace decontextualised from actual experience.'57 Photography as a new means of 

visualisation was remembered by the individuals taking part in my fieldwork. Their 

experience of pictures in photographic form were similar as they chatted about the 

memory of correspondence unveiling a hand-written letter and photographs. Poole's 

notion of image circulation surfaces again as the idea of photographs travelling 

between America and Ireland is brought into picture. This concept also represents 

the postman who cycled house to house with the mail in hand, he was responsible for 

image circulation on a local scale. These individuals engaged with the pleasures of 

looking back as the reflexive moment triggered the memory of gazing, passing, 

touching, smiling, laughing and sighing. This urges my return to the idea of the 

holiday snapshot and as a result I intend to showcase two types of photography. To 

begin with, it is essential to think about what a photograph is. According to the 

American photographer Lee Friedlander 'the function of the snapshot is not to 
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narrate but to record.'58 Through Friedlander the photograph is described as a 

snapshot, its purpose is defined by the camera's intention to record. I consider the 

touristic snapshot different. It is made to narrate, this is not to imply that it doesn't 

record, it does, but its picture-making is constructed for the storytelling event that 

follows. Mrs. Maloney on the other hand employed a strategy that 'isolated the 

fragment, documented it, and by so doing claimed for it some special significance, a 

meaning which went beyond simple description.'59 Holiday snaps are narrated with 

vacation in mind whereas an intimate gaze cannot possibly be represented by the 

"point and shoot" of hastened capture. According to Friedlander, 'to create an 

articulate picture the photographer must understand what he or she is looking at.i6° 

This sense of awareness is what Mrs. Maloney brought to photographs. She was 

inspired by notions of space, place, history and identity. This resulted in geography 

and photography becoming 'partners in picturing place. 161 The album on the 

following page (see fig.17) was photographed as part of my visual practice, it is one 

of Mrs. Maloney's proud compilations and is kept intact by her daughter Marian. It 

showcases the intimate gaze at family life and conveys the respect Mrs. Maloney felt 

for people and place. Attention is drawn to the faded black-and-white photograph 

sitting in the bottom left of the album. This particular image showcases Mrs. 

Maloney's passion for photography and emphasis the significance she invested in the 

material trace. In light of today's digital culture and the convenient delete button 

positioned on the back of the camera, would this sort of imperfection be erased? 

This question is cast not so much to reel in an answer but more to highlight the 

advances in technology and the difference in the regard for image-making and 

image-keeping. 
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Figure 17 'From Project Fieldwork, The Maloney Family Album, 2012' 

'As single images, each of these photos has a narrative that gives an account of a 

particular event or occurrence. As a set, they present ... consistent presence in the 

midst of multiple social networks of everyday life. '62 
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The "Maloney Brownie" was an extension of village life. To fully comprehend its 

photographic regard, it is crucial to return to its history. This review looks at the 

disseminating methods employed by Kodak to market the "Brownie" to folk of "little 

need and little want. "63 In 1888, George Eastman patented the Kodak name and 

issued the revolutionary hand-held camera. The photograph or as it was most 

crucially recognised "the snapshot" became an extension of a burgeoning commodity 

culture. It was sold to the American population by employing clever advertising 

strategies, one of which played on the fact that the snapshot offered a sense of 

informality. This was welcomed as the 1880's witnessed a discontentment with 

studio photography, it was deemed extravagant and unaffordable for many. The 

snapshot compared differently. Kodak cameras meant photography could be brought 

into the home. The popular slogan "You Press the Button, We Do the Rest" 

represented Kodak's guarantee to reach the customer ready-made and hassle-free. 

Philosopher Karl Marx pointed out that such commodities embody an alienating 

effect - 'they allow us to forget the processes of labour that went into them, thereby 

cutting entities off from their own history.'64 Nancy Martha West, author of'Kodak 

and the Lens of Nostalgia' supports this observation declaring that 'snapshot 

photographs clearly participate in commodifications erasure of history by appearing 

in our mailboxes ready-made, completed for us by the invisible hands at the Kodak 

factory.'65 

Cultural theorist Richard Terdiman urges us to think about our relationship with 

commodities. In his view this relationship commenced in the nineteenth century, a 

historical period that led him to remark that 'modernity witnessed a gradual 

disintegration of a collective confidence in the ability to remember. 166 Photography's 
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mirror of likeness aided this degeneration as it was a means for' ... reclaiming the 

past and even of shaping the future. '67 This act of preservation disseminated with 

force as Kodak's advertising campaign shifted focus in the direction of "The Box 

Brownie", an affordable commodity invented after 1900. This shift turned to 'the 

importance of home and the preservation of domestic memories.'68 "At Home with 

Kodak" witnessed the promotion of photography as a privatised memory. Another 

turning point was World War I, a time when Kodak decided to play on the 

vulnerability of the American people. They sought to sell snapshot photography to 

the 'Americans that desperately needed photographs to perform as confirmations of 

family unity.'69 Terdiman's observations are concerned with modernity's collapse in 

a collective confidence and the ability to remember. The World War I adve1tising 

campaign, "Let Kodak Keep the Story" ( fig.18 on the following page) 'capitalised the 

use of narrative as a means of organising experience and thus suggested that the 

collection of photographs could provide a more effective means ofrecording, 

remembering, and interpreting events than a consumer's own fallible memory.'70 

Kodak's promise to "save" the story seemed appropriate for a culture about to enter 

World War I. 

Anthropologist Susan Stewart coined two concepts - the "gigantic" and the 

"miniature". Both naturally yield affiliation with Kodak. Prior to establishing this 

relationship, it is important to note Stewart's critical uses of these terms. She 

introduces the "gigantic" as a representation of 'infinity, exteriority, the public, and 

the overly natural.'71 Through this description Stewart informs the reader that 'our 

most fundamental relation to the gigantic is articulated in our relation to landscape, 

our immediate and lived relation to nature as it "surrounds". '72 
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Let Kodak keep the story 
In the house or out of doors, whenever there's a home 

srory you want to save, your Kodak saves it. Children 
are always little, and the scenes just as they used to be 
-in yam Kodak album. 

Aray Kodak ;, nr, to worl, a,.cl 
·,he prices nart at f5 

Eastman Kodak Compmy, Rochester, N. Y., n. ..-..w~ 

Figure 18 'Story Campaign Advertisement, Pictorial Review, October 1926' 
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Via this topographic thematic Stewart focuses on human body parts projected onto 

the landscape. These physical metaphors are embodied in depictions such as 'the 

mouth of the river, the foot-hills, the fingers of the lake, the heartlands, the elbow of 

the stream.'73 This notion extends to the relationship between the individual and the 

map as the hand points to the contours that illustrate the mouth of the river, the 

fingers of the lake or the elbow of the stream. The landscape has become a tourist 

prop hence Stewart's depiction of it as a public mode of display. In view of its 

development and transformation, Stewart observed that 'preindustrial culture locates 

the gigantic within the surrounding natural landscape, but within the rise of industrial 

capitalism the gigantic becomes located within the abstraction of an exchange 

economy'74 hence the gigantic has emerged as a symbol of 'unlimited consumption.'75 

Specifically relating this notion to Kodak, a "gigantic" mass market operation that 

drew attention to the growing infant soon to develop beyond childhood urged parents 

to preserve the innocence lost to growing up. This advertising tactic tugged on the 

heartstrings of mothers across America and eventually the world. Making its way to 

the west oflreland Mrs. Maloney also pictured children and social events before they 

were out-grown. Kodak's "gigantic" advertising campaign tricked people into 

thinking they had to preserve memory. 

Stewart's second concept the "miniature" correlates to the "Brownie" as Kodak 

introduced it to the world as a toy. Again, it is important to note how Stewart 

presents the "miniature" to the reader. It is introduced as a personal encounter with a 

book that sits before her, 'closed and unread; it is an object, a set of surfaces. But 

opened, it seems revealed; its physical aspects give way to abstraction and a nexus of 

new temporalities.'76 Although an object of "containment", it is also an object of 
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'exteriority and interiority, of surface and depth, of covering and exposure, of taking 

apart and putting together.'77 Stewart's description showcases the materiality of the 

object. The fact that the "miniature" is not only an object but also a craft observes 

Stewart's interest in relating it to the past. She takes us back to the skill of writing, a 

minute detail 'emblematic of craft and discipline; while the materiality of the product 

is diminished, the labour involved multiplies, and so does the significance of the 

total object.'78 She declares that craft 'was the labour of the hand, of the body, and 

the product, in its uniqueness, was a stay against repetition and inauthenticity. '79 

According to Stewart, in the twentieth century 'the miniature became the servant of 

advertising. 180 

If this framework is likened to "Kodak", the servant of advertising performs as a 

suitable depiction. The miniature became a 'cultural product, the product of an eye 

performing certain operations, manipulating, and attending in certain ways to, the 

physical world.'81 The "Kodak Brownie" intended to capture the physical world not 

as it was but as it was desired by individuals seeking certain perfections. Toy and 

instrument were the two descriptions employed by Kodak for the "Brownie" 

campaign. An instrument is a poJite term for a gadget and a toy is a representation of 

a plaything. In relation to this notion, Stewart states that 'to toy with something is to 

manipulate it, to try it out within sets of contexts, none of which is determinative. '82 

For example, if Mrs. Maloney was toying around with the "Brownie" in the garden 

of her country home or next to a neighbours wall ahead of a first holy communion 

which was often the case; one would say she was lending it to partake in social play. 

Kodak sought to sell this idealised notion of recreation. The company's real motto 

should have been our 'desire to animate the toy is the desire not simply to know 
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everything but also to experience everything simultaneously.'83 The following page 

presents a Kodak advertisement (see fig.19); it clearly illustrates the "Brownie" as a 

toy. A young girl acts as a surveyor of the camera, her posture is hunched and her 

expression is both curious and hesitant. What could one expect from someone so 

young? She is visibly attempting to operate a "toy" with no toy-like merits 

whatsoever. This youth's companion as stated by Kodak is supposed to operate as a 

charming buddy that does not alienate its user. However, it is clearly making strange 

with the young girl who is uninformed of its operation, as a result her hands rest 

lifelessly on the table top. This advertisement clearly targets an adult audience but 

its youthful overtones cannot be ignored. Stewart has observed that the child is an 

embroidered detail in books and stories not only because he/she is a miniature of the 

adult but because the 'physical scope' of a child's world is 'fantastic in its content.'84 

From a grown-up perspective, 'we imagine childhood as if it were at the other end of 

a tunnel...'85 hence it is ' ... remote from the presentness of adult life .. .'86 It could be 

argued that Kodak manipulated the "Brownie" to sell as a miniature that was a 

'physical embodiment of fiction: ... a device for fantasy, a ... beginning for 

narrative.'87 
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Figure 19 'Advertisement for N o.2 Brownle Camera, Youth's Companion, 1901' 
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Tea, talk people. pictures 
The camera's ability to construct a fictional narrative appealed to the individual 

seeking to 'validate their own world and the things in it.'88 Kodak willingly fostered 

this notion as it was another ploy to sell into the ideals of the "American Dream". 

Another clever tactic was rooted in the example 'have you titled your picture against 

a truant memory'? Truant suggests that memory has the ability to disappear but the 

camera's so-called mirror of likeness hindered this notion. One 1914 advertisement 

stated, 'make your Kodak story of the children doubly valuable by dating every 

negative, by making brief notes that will help, in after years, to recall happily to 

memory, the incident that led to the taking of the picture.'89 In response to this, 

American literary critic J. Hillis Miller observed that a story makes something 

happen in the real world. These stories most often participate in nostalgia as they 

' ... simplify social and family life through narratives of self-evident community and 

conflict-free relationships.190 Traditionally, stories celebrated community and 

continuity. "Keeping the best side out" is a common Irish expression entangled in 

the tradition of storytelling and has certainly become the 'storybook sentiment'
91 

of 

the family album. As a pre-conceived entity, the album is ordered for harmonising 

family experiences. A story's aim is similar to a photograph's aim which 'is to be 

continued and retold by others, so that storytelling remains, essentially, a social 

activity. '92 

Langford's theories are essential to oral-photographic frameworks. According to her, 

a photo graphic album 'is a repository of memory and an instrument of social 

performance.'93 It also 'constitutes itself as a ... cotrununity.'94 Using Langford's 

notion of a 'community' and 'a meeting place'95 conjures a personal memory image of 

a group of people snugly seated, sipping tea, chatting and biting into tasty treats. 
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The oral environment triggered by this sort of gathering differs to the kind of 

conversation taking place between two people, it is loud and interrupting. A "one-to

one chat" is not something I grew up with, it is most accurately described as an "all

in-together chat11
• The bustling impression still rings in my ears. This scene raises 

the correlation between orality and photography. Photographs always seemed to 

mingle their way into visits at granny's house. Those calling delighted in 

reminiscence. Langford states 'the content, structure and presentation of a 

photographic album are the vestiges of its oral scaffolding.'96 As I look back I can 

still visualise "Jacob's USA Biscuit Tin" with its white flecked body, red stars and 

blue strips. It would attract the eyes in the room, predatory minds wanted to jump 

into its content and extract not the usual biscuit but a photograph. Their hunger was 

not to taste but to know. When "Jacob's" nestled into granny's knees, the 

photographic narrative usually commenced. In view of this statement, the following 

question is prompted, how do photographs speak to us? I stated that granny 

commenced the narrative but it equally could have been the photograph. It is 

important to observe that photographs may appear voiceless but they are not useless! 

The term "useless" literally describes something ineffective and this is an ineffective 

description of photography. If the term ineffective is disposed of and the term 

"affective" is drawn on, we will see that photographs are more than visual 

instruments of mere looking and lacking feeling. 

Visual anthropologist and historian Elizabeth Edwards reminds us that photographs 

are continually spoken about and spoken to. The human voice immediately responds 

to the photograph. I want to suggest that Edwards's observations are underscored by 

the historian and philosopher Walter Ong and historian and theorist Martha Langford 

as they collaboratively support the oral dimension of photographs. Edwards argues 
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that 'the gaze of western thought' has not only ignored the material but also ignored 

the dimension of sound. She declares that we "need" to see oral expressions in the 

acoustical forms of laughing, sobbing and other affective tones. These expressional 

forms 'draw the visual apprehension of the photograph deeper into the world of the 

perceiver and their social relations, reinforcing and moulding the understanding of 

the photograph.'97 Edwards notes that repetition or the continual re-performance of 

photographs within oral expression reassures the survival and longevity of memory. 

The absence of voice or repetitive sound would result in a non-functioning oral 

culture, ensuing forgetfulness or memory loss. Equally, if it was not for groups of 

people gathering to chat and pass photographs from hand to hand, the physical 

exchange of a performing and oral environment would sadly banish. 

Literary critic and philosopher Walter Benjamin devised the concept "optical 

tactility". This visual and tactile metaphor is described as 'the plane where the object 

world and the visual copy merge', resulting in 'the desire to get hold of something 

very closely.'98 Earlier Stewart informed us of her encounter with a book. By 

breathing Benjamin's concept into its exteriority, interiority, surface, depth, covering 

and exposure sees Stewart's descriptions effectively animated by the visual and 

material. However, Stewart fails to convey her physical encounter with the object or 

her "desire to get hold" of it and vaguely states' ... the book sits before me .. .'99
. 

Lacking any extenuating detail, it is not known what kind of room she is in, whether 

the book sits on her knee, on a table or on the floor. The physical object is 

commented on at length but Stewart fails to draw herself into the equation. Stewart's 

experiencing body was every bit as present as the book. She may have sensed the 

object visually but there's no doubt a tactile encounter brought her into an immediate 
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and deeper relationship with it. Edwards would support this model of thought as she 

has formerly indicated that 'touch gives solidity to the impressions of the other 

senses; it connects people to things.'100 

A route to the past 
People connecting with an oral environment responds to the idea of shared histories 

and memories. This brings Les Back and the practices of looking and listening into 

the fra.mework. Back declares 'our culture is one that speaks rather than Jistens.'101 

His sociological practice suggests that we 'return our ears to the world.'102 While his 

main field is sociology, Back is anthropologically trained. Influences from this 

discipline prompted him to state that 'the main ethic that I have carried with me from 

that training in anthropology is a commitment to engagement, of opening up a 

sometimes very uncertain space of dialogue and encounter with people in their 

ordinary circumstances of life. '103 Back doesn't fail to recognise the limitations as a 

spectator in the lives of others. As an act of comparison, he draws on Michel 

Foucault and his notion of the "Panopticon", '(an all-seeing) structure.'104 He states 

that in this cell-like construction 'the prisoner is constantly aware of being open to 

scrutiny. 1105 While Back continues to relate this metaphor to an 'all watching 

society'106 examined through various modes of surveillance technologies, he removes 

this specific point of scrutiny from his own practice. He does so because his 

reciprocated strategy aspires to 'bring to life the people ... worked with and listened 

to.'107 Back employs 'the sociological craft ... that reinvents the opportunity' to 

observe 'the embodied nature of social experience.'108 This reflexive practice feels 

and reveals. While all methods of observation carry potential scrutiny, Back points 

out that it is the way in which we personally interact with people that changes the 

space of dialogue from unresponsive to responsive. Back does not imprison his 
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subjects; he employs a liberated dialogue and uses the merits of technology to also 

act in this way. 

If Back's ideas are likened to photography, we are encouraged to look back at the 

moment of picture-taking, the 'then and now that comes together into a constellation 

like a flash oflightening."09 This illuminating "flash" was Benjamin's metaphor for 

destruction but for Back it represents the illumination of insight. For him the 

photograph has the potential to offer 'dialogical forms of research in which the look 

and the photograph become a gift that can be reciprocated between researcher and 

research participant'' 10 Visual anthropologist Sarah Pink makes a similar point. If 

Back's "reciprocated gift" is borrowed to act as a symbol for Pink's body discourse, it 

becomes a metaphor for the "sharing" and "experiencing" being. Similarly to Back, 

Pink deems it necessary to remind the individual that the body is not just a seeing 

structure but also a feeling one. Pink's other theory "photo-elicitation" is a strategy 

that hinges on the use of photographs 'to elicit responses from informants, to 'draw 

out' or 'evoke' an 'admission' or answer from a person. '111 In this way, 'the 

photograph prompts personal narratives generated by the content of the image.'112 A 

personal and experientially witnessed moment is described to demonstrate an 

encounter between the individual and the photograph. Sitting together one day as 

granny sieved through "Jacob's USA Biscuit Tin" witnessed the following probing 

question on my behalf; "do you have a favourite photograph?" She answered my 

question with a picture of wild roses. Photo-elicitation bloomed as it permitted a 

personal detail to emerge. Granny raised the photograph up to her nose and while 

doing so smiled in harmony with the memory of the smell that climbed from the 

pictorial emulsion back into her body. 
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Feeling is believing 
As a response to granny's haptic experience, it is impot1ant to observe the correlating 

thematic offered up by Walter Benjamin. His body performed a mnemonic journey 

in the essay 'Berlin Chronicle'. The expression 'I can trace back .. . '113 is used by 

Benjamin as he revisits the streets known to him at a younger age. The photographic 

medium failed to affect Benjamin and he declares' ... photography records practically 

nothing of the essence of, for example, a modern factory.'114 The material object had 

no heart for Benjamin, it did not embody the essence of experience, for him it was 

purely superficial. Place on the other hand afforded him unfailing depth. Benjamin 

states 'here, as in several other places, I find in my memory rigidly fixed words, 

expressions, verses that, like a malleable mass which has later cooled and hardened, 

preserve in me the imprint of the collision between a larger collective and myself. '115 

As he returned to familiar spaces, embodied memories were awakened. A disquiet 

fear can be sensed in Benjamin as he states 'ifl chance today to pass through the 

streets of the neighbourhood, I set foot in them with the same uneasiness that one 

feels when entering an attic unvisited for years. Valuable things may be lying 

around, but nobody remembers where.'116 

The physiognomy of space was crucial to Benjamin's recollections and considering 

the Berlin landscape was at a transitional point, he feared his memories would be 

displaced. He uses photographic expressions as memory metaphors with phrases 

such as' ... I owe insights into my life that came in a flash, with the force of an 

illumination. '117 Memory strikes him as a series of instantaneous revelations just as 

the photographic moment captures with this same force. Declaring that things in his 

mind are 'undimmed'118 forced him to admit that at other times 'I have forgotten the 
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magic formula.'119 'At this point memory pauses ... .'120 Granny also finds 

remembering a mind straining task. Similarly to Benjamin, the physiognomy of her 

environment is significant to memory recall. Although Benjamin refers to his body 

as a "keeping room", he is bewildered by the fact that his memory appears and 

disappears. The same can be said for granny. If the keeping room is poorly 

illuminated, 'it is not, therefore, due to insufficient exposure time if no image appears 

on the plate ofremembrance.'121 Sometimes memory creeps up on the body in the 

form of 'deja vu' which Benjamin defines as an affect occurring in 'the realm of 

acoustics.'122 He states 'one ought to speak of events that reach us like an echo 

awakened by a call, a sound that seems to have been heard somewhere in the 

darkness of past life.'123 'It is a word, a tapping, or a rustling that is endowed with 

the magic power to transport us into the cool tomb of long ago, from the vault of 

which the present seems to return only as an echo.'124 As indicated by Benjamin, a 

call or a sound awaits to whisper in the ear of the individual. 

Benjamin insists that place has the ability to transport the body back in time. This 

concept can be developed further in the work of Greek anthropologist C. Nadia 

Seremetakis. Her practice is influenced by the senses and the anthropology of 

everyday life. 'The Senses Still' introduces the reader to 'The Breast of Aphrodite'. 

In Greek mythology, the Aphrodite is symbolic for the goddess oflove, beauty and 

pleasure. This term has been used frequently in popular culture and represents a 

yearning or desire. The Aphrodite Seremetakis talks about is personal to her. It is 

the peach but not just any kind, it is the peach she grew up with. It had 'a thin skin 

touched with fuzz, and a soft matte off-white colour alternating with rosy hues.'125 

This peach was known to her as 'The Breast of Aphrodite'. The peach of today is 
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different and in view of this Seremetakis states 'in the presence of all those 'peaches', 

the absent peach became narrative. It was as if when something leaves, it only goes 

externally, for its body persists within persons. The peach was its memory.'126 

Granny and the roses resonate with Seremetakis's narrative of disappearance. The 

roses of today are not the old wild roses, therefore the absent rose becomes narrative. 

Although many of granny's roses were unearthed from the soil due to landscaping 

improvements, they were not excavated from her mind or body. They are 

embroidered in her memory. According to Seremetakis the disappearance of 

Aphrodite's peach 'revealed the extent to which the senses are entangled with history, 

memory, forgetfulness, narrative and silence. '127 Relating these concepts to granny 

engages with the disappearance of June, as this summer month fades so does the 

intense pink petals and the vitality of the much loved scent, as a result her memory 

of the roses is diluted. However, the day granny raised the photograph up to her 

nose to smell the floral emulsion meant the photograph was not only entangled in 

history but also in memory. A memory elicited by the pictorial narrative of 

blooming wild roses. Seremetakis defines the senses as 'meaning-generating 

apparatuses that operate beyond consciousness and intention.'128 True to this, granny 

did not intend to be drawn into such a deep encounter with the photograph but its 

'sensory landscape and its meaning-endowed object...provoked and ignited 

gestures.'129 Both the photographic material and luscious peach triggered 'moments 

of sensory self-reflexivity.'130 Seremetakis beheld the peach before it was bodily and 

sensuously consumed, granny grasped the photograph failing to realise it was bodily 

and sensuously consuming her. According to Seremetakis, 'sensory experience .. .is 
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entangled in objects and places.' 13 1 As a result, objects and places are 'consumed, 

shared, exchanged and enjoyed.' 132 

Continuing to explore the memory of the senses, Seremetakis animates the sensory 

dimension of salvia. She states that 'tactility extends beyond the hands'133
, in view of 

this the reader is introduced to a Greek tradition that observes an act of transfer 

between the grandma and the child. This sensory history carries an "affective" 

dimension that impinged upon two experiencing bodies. The reader is introduced to 

the grandma who 'used to mash with her fingers carrot, potato, macaroni, and feel it 

with her lips and even her tongue and then give it to the child.'134 This performance 

was not only carried out when food was hot, 'this movement from hands to lips was 

repeated automatically.'135 When feeding time had ceased, 'she would kiss its "dirty" 

mouth, she would "dance" it up and down, calling it "my pride", "my heart", "my 

little moon", "my roses", "my seashells" and other sweet names.'136 Grandma was 

verbally and physically transferring her love to the child. Seremetakis remembers 

'when we ran back home with a wound of some sort, they put saliva on it with their 

finger to heal it. When we were crying, they took saliva from their mouth and with 

their fingers wiped the corners of our eyes and cheeks.'137 Salvia was a hearty 

ingredient used by grandma or older women to heal and nourish. It was mainly 

exchanged at meal times to mould a substance with a suitable texture for the 

'toothless mouth.'138 'The tongue, rotating, moistens the bread with salvia till it 

becomes a paste, "clay".'139 Salvia is not a rich part oflrish culture but it is 

exchanged in different ways. Many people would smile at the memory of a adult 

figure spitting salvia into their hand and raising it up towards the head of the child to 

force down a piece of upstanding hair known locally as a "cow's lick". Another 

example is a child's spoon or fork of hot food which is usually put into the adult 
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mouth and blown over to cool, adult salvia parts are bound to embody the food 

substance before being transferred into the child's mouth. Also, when a baby's 

soother would fall to the ground an adult figure would pick it up, place in their 

mouth, swish it around and put it back into the child's mouth resulting in salvia parts 

embodying this act of transfer. These examples are Irish habits more so than Irish 

traditions. 

Going back to grandma who 'talks and chants to the baby, calling to it: "my eyes", 

"my heart", "my soul", "my bread loafs" (when referring to the pudgy white legs), 

"my crown"140 witnesses Seremetakis's assertion that these expressive acts are 

fundamental to the awakening of the body's senses. 'The act of talking to the child 

engages hearing. Naming the eyes awakens vision; the transference of substance 

from mouth to mouth animates taste and tactility.'141 'The act of calling and naming 

is also an act of exchange.'142 Grandma 'gives her parts to see them inscribed on the 

child over time. This is what she receives back from the child: the memory of 

herself in parts.'143 This notion is inscribed in expressions such as "we are one 

breath", "we are one home", "we grew up" "with one food, one water".'144 

Seremetakis culturally declares that 'memory is stored in substances that are shared, 

just as substances are stored in social memory which is sensory.'145 

Seremetakis also discusses the texture of dress; this has triggered the memory of my 

granny's apron. Although having a few different types, the domestic apron was 

decorated with nature's hues and patterns. Their floral embellishment brought a 

delicacy to the body of this hard-working woman. The apron was part of her daily 

dress and a symbol for the traditional Irish household. Although Sunday was viewed 
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as out-of-apron day, it was short-lived as constant chores meant it protected granny's 

Sunday best. The apron has triggered the memory of flour and dough that used to 

fill the kitchen air with a short-lived dusting as sweet bread was rolled and kneaded. 

Bread-making was an everyday task, in view of this it is only natural that its smell 

has stained my "plate ofremembrance". Paul Stoller's essay 'Conscious Ain't 

Consciousness: Entering the 'Museum of Sensory Absence' also embodies a sensual 

ethnographic approach. He draws on Seremetakis's metaphor of baking and the 

relationship it bears to Greek socialisation. The Greek notion of "raising" refers to 

the way 'a woman raises a child as she raises dough into bread.'146 This metaphor 

also pertains to the history oflrish culture as 'to bake was to be enculturated.'147 

Seremetakis declares that social memory in Greece is 'baked/sung/smelt.'148 If we 

assume baking to be an activity enjoyed rather than endured, one can imagine or in 

my case remember the elicited "affect" this joyful experience has on the body. For 

instance, some people hum when they are enjoying the act of baking whereas my 

granny always looked forward to the smell of freshly baked bread. Seremetakis has 

demonstrated that baking, singing and smelling perform as sensory ingredients. She 

argues that we all remember the sights, sounds and smells of ordinary tasks and that 

they do "affect" the working and experiencing body. 

Jacob's - a sweet treat 
While the bread-making moment is baked, sung and smelt, its tasting moment is 

consumed, shared and exchanged. These ritual practices perform as metaphors for 

"Jacob's". This tin of confectionary delights still visits my mind with palpable 

realness. It frequently visited granny's kitchen table and performed as a sharing 

commodity. All the grandchildren grew up with "Jacob's". It passed through many 

hands and each individual would pause with it, choosing their favourites. I 
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remember mine vividly, it was the chocolate ring-like biscuit topped with a pink 

jelly. The sugar coated jelly in contrast to its chocolate base has sweetened my 

childhood palette. This memory leaps in front of me as I sit in granny's kitchen, a 

space ' ... of shared emotion and experience.'149 Its domestic facade harbours the 

whisperings of voices that once served as a theatrical space for story-telling and 

reminisce, sharing and enjoying. Awarding "Jacob's" attention is not solely to have 

it imagined as a mere biscuit tin. It has come to represent the Gilvarry family 

archive. 

I argue that "Jacob's" acts as a metaphor for the hidden. After all, every family 

archive has a story. Sunny days and smiling ways may dominate forcefully but the 

photographic version of happiness is usually flawed. Patricia Holland anchors 

family imperfections by stating 'a family album holds a profusion - a confusion - of 

pleasures and pains, as pictures old and new offer themselves up with deceptive 

innocence.'150 The Gilvarry archive mirrors Holland's observations as it is a 

profusion of imagery that have collectively formed as a confusion of pleasure and 

pain. It possesses photographs of weddings, children happily engaging in play and 

various other occasions. It is no different to most photographic archives. However, 

its smiles conceal granny's alcoholic husband, angry words, moody teenagers, the 

ignored grandchild born out of wedlock, the epileptic daughter and her tragic death, 

three marriage separations, one divorce and some wayward grandchildren. Our 

''Jacob's USA Biscuit Tin" is a real delicacy. 
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Holland interestingly observed that ' ... family albums are about forgetting as well as 

remembering.' 151 This pivots around an important observation in relation to the 

Gilvarry family history. Aunty Ann informed me that Betty took most of the 

photographs. She suffered severe epilepsy. Reflecting on this situation, we both 

realised it was probable her condition swayed the excessive picture-taking. She was 

evidently collecting the family and remembering them in picture form. Ann recalled 

that Betty would photograph people just as they were about to leave the house. It is 

possible she feared her illness would unexpectedly take her or maybe the epilepsy 

affected her brain and the photographic material helped her remember more 

accurately. Maybe photographs simply made her happy. Her illness meant she 

never had a life of her own; these photographs may have performed as a personal 

fantasy. All these "maybes" are just speculation; we can never rightly know what 

she was thinking. However, it is safe to assume that Betty was the keeper of our 

family history just as Mrs. Maloney was the keeper of her family history and not to 

forget the history of village life. It cannot be ignored that Betty accumulated 

photographs rather than collected them. This was a metaphor for the loss felt within 

herself. 

"Jacob's" prompted conversation as aunty Ann and I longed to construct a narrative 

for our excessive family photographs. Langford stated earlier that 'the contents, 

structure and presentation of a photographic album are the vestiges of its oral 

scaffolding.'152 "Scaffolding" has imaged a picture of our photographs in my mind, 

whenever "Jacob's" was sieved a temporary structure was built beside it as the hand 

continued to sort through every picture until reaching the last. It was a long way to 

the bottom of the tin but once an individual started there was no stopping them. 
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Figure 20 'From Project Fieldwork, The Gilvarry Archive, 2011' 

Langford points out that albums and archives are 'full of repetitions, situations are 

revisited or recreated with slight variations; actual images are often repeated in 

different arrangements.'153 This statement describes the camera operator who intends 

to obtain a photograph. Framing with variation is to create multiple photographs; it 

is done so to leave no room for error. The intention to get a photograph is explicit. 

"Jacob's" is an assortment of visual repetitions. This strategy sought to keep memory 

alive or perhaps in the case of a sick woman, it was about collecting the present 

without error in the event of creating a temporary future. Betty dedicated time to 

observing us and picture by picture she preserved us. She constructed a personal 

narrative, once she died, it became a family narrative. Through photographs Betty 

created a 'meeting place'154 for the Gilvarry family. However, for granny the mass of 

photographs became clutter, it was her that cast them into the emptied "Jacob's" tin 
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and put them in the bottom drawer of the dresser in her bedroom, "out of sight and 

out of mind". Although cast aside, it is important to bear in mind they are still 

present in the drawer. A drawer opened many times to bring them into company. 

Through various conversations, granny revealed she never had much "gra" (love) for 

photography. She enjoyed the pictures taken by Mrs. Maloney as they were rare but 

as hand-held cameras became plentiful, it changed the type of photography granny 

was accustomed to. 

The socialist feminist British photographer Jo Spence observed in, 'Soap, Family 

Album Work. ... and Hope' that photography performs as a kind of therapy. 

Phototherapy is the exact description. In this way, photographs are used 'as starting 

points to trigger off and reconstruct memories.'155 Thinking about it now, asking 

granny to re-visit the family archive was similar to asking her to therapy. After all, 

'survival often depends upon our ability to remain silent.'156 Spence remembers the 

day when forty or so people came together, 'each ofus clutching the tiny photograph 

we had being invited to bring.'157 One can imagine the grasping involved between 

the beholder and the photograph of significance. As hands meet the beholding image 

- it is gripped, stroked and embraced. Spence elaborates on this occasion; 'a 

snapshot which is significant to you' stated the flyer which came through the post 

advertising a weekend co-counselling work-shop on Childhood Memories -

Unfinished Business.'158 This workshop encouraged individuals to share their 

photographs and their stories. Spence informs that this session was not about 

traumatic revelations but more about the personal and emotional 'unfinished 

business' caused by family conflict. She tells us that 'by using photographs as 

starting points we are able to talk about the images rather than the people ... '159 This 

mirrors the way granny responds to photographs, people are always talked about 
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with the same rosiness as the photo representation. This rosiness carries through to 

Spence's concept of the relationships and dramas between television soaps and 

family life. In soaps, feuds only last a week or two, everything is mended after that. 

The real version of life is somewhat different. However, photographs operate as 

fragments or snippets of soap opera details discarded by the smile that continues to 

shine. As long as there are smiles, there is no trouble! Photographs are stronger at 

lying than at telling the truth. In her discussion, Spence reveals that her family 

archive never existed. She admits to taking control of the camera but mainly 

captured snapshots of friends or in her own words, 'passed the camera to others with 

strict instruction about how I wanted to be pictured.'160 Spence was disinterested in 

documenting the lives of her brother and parents. Relating this view to the Gilvarry 

family history revealed that if it wasn't for Betty or Mrs. Maloney, granny would not 

possess any photographic memories. Spence's situation was not that different from 

Betty's as she also sought to construct certain types of photographs. Through 

reminiscing, Spence reveals 'I still remember the satisfaction of collecting the photos 

from the chemist and the pleasure of knowing that I had created images of myself as 

'high-class' and 'desirable': though I would hardly have put it that way at the time.'161 

We can gather from Spence that she suffered an element of class shame and/or class 

envy. She manipulated the photographic image to re-invent or upgrade herself in the 

eyes of the shame and/or envy she felt at that time. 

Gazing and grasping 
Social acceptance is a personal issue; in the case of Spence it fuelled a performance 

that sought to "upgrade" her class identity. She orchestrated pseudo photographs; 

hence the material self was admired more than the real self. As I wondered how to 

describe this act, Campt's book was drawn into my visual periphery. My eyes were 
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forced to connect with the detail that read 'Image Matters'. Photography is crucial to 

"image" and for Spence it was fundamental to her self-projection. Image matters in 

most life performing situations and photography is drawn into this. The archive is 

one such example. While these domestic vestiges clutter up drawers and dressers in 

family homes, they exist not only because they are stories that matter for "keeping up 

appearances" but also because they serve as important memories. For Spence 

photographs were social representations but it is imperative that they are also 

recognised as having emotional, cultural and historical attachments. As photographs 

are clicked into life, transformed into moments and developed into memories, they 

become carefully looked after objects embodied with the flesh and blood of personal 

narratives. I used the family archive as an index to explore the performative space 

between the individual and the photograph. While the photographic narrative was 

being retold, I witnessed hands and bodies fill with motion and emotion. The term 

"affective" is drawn into the archive because for every tin or box, drawer or dresser a 

collection of photographs is thought to be thrown in does not mean they are 

discarded or unresponsive. Engaging with the archive as a photographic practitioner 

interested in the affective dimension of photographs meant I was intentionally 

looking to observe their "affect". Hands would hold and grasp, fingers would glide 

and point, eyes would gaze, smell, hearing and taste would perform but in very 

personal and private ways. The following chapter continues to explore the haptic as 

it resumes focus with the tactile chord that threads the body and prompts the 

individual to reach out, "grasp" and perform the acts of memory. 
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Chapter 2 

Grasping 

Figure 21 'From the Gilvarry Archive, 1982' 

'The living hand, now warm and capable of earnest grasping ... '162 

-John Keats, Poet, (1795-1821) 
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Picking a memory 
The introduced photograph is a representation of granny's garden pictured in the 

summer of 1982. "When in June the roses bloom"163 
- rhyming words spoken by 

granny as she reflexively engaged with the memory of picking her favourite flowers. 

This tactile encounter feeds into the introduced citation by John Keats. Embodied 

with 'veins red life'164
, Keats's "grasping" concept constructs a framework for the 

encounter between the individual and the object. In the first chapter Stewart's 

observations on material culture and memory were discussed. She argued that touch 

is our access to reality. Stewart's tactile perspective meets Keats's and weaves a 

tangible thread for the structure of this chapter. The haptic encounters resulting from 

the experiences of my visual practice will be animated using this thematic and those 

introduced by Paul Connerton and Pierre Nora. Connerton's discussion on inscribing 

practices, acts of transfer and habit behaviour as well as Nora's observations on 

inscription and place memory will be employed as a set of responses to 

experientially witnessed scenes and self-reflexive memories. Strands of the theories 

put forward by Stewart, Connerton and Nora will also apply to Victor Burgin and 

Margaret Olin at the latter half of this chapter to comprehend Roland Barthes's 

framework and the complexity of his theoretical inscription. 

Manners matter 
As Stewart has accurately recognised, touch is our access to reality. She also argues 

that 'the act of touching exerts pressure on both toucher and touched, and therefore 

threatens the distinction between subject and object.'165 As indicated, the tactile 

encounter may become so intense that reality blurs, the residual effect of such a 

disorientating experience could trigger a memory dilemma. In the second half of this 

chapter Roland Barthes has an encounter with a photograph and one could argue he 
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confuses the real with the imaginary. For now, attention is drawn to "touch" and the 

fact that it is a primary human instinct not always treated as such. With this idea in 

mind Stewart presents the "museum" as an example. She indicates that 'although the 

prospect of touching an object is real, the desire to do so is suppressed, and so the 

imagination is forced to overcome the single sense to which art is usually 

delivered .. .'166 If the internal map of a museum is thought about, it is realised the 

interior is a mass of sections resulting in the viewer's looking experience being 

organised. With relevance to this observation, I remember a visit to 'The National 

Gallery' in London. My gaze was deeply drawn into the aesthetics of the art-work. 

The palette used to paint these impressive pieces temporally swapped metaphor and 

became a bodily palette replaced by a set of senses. Sight, sound, smell and taste 

fused together awarding my physical being with sensations that are bodily 

remembered. While this experience pleasured, it also frustrated as a red rope 

separated me from these historical and artistic works. Although a necessary measure 

taken to protect, it symbolises the human compulsion to reach out and touch. 

Social historian Paul Connerton perceives that "inscribing practices" carry out a 

pivotal role in his strategy to examine 'How Societies Remember'. He argues that 

inscribing practices are entangled in oral culture and uses the alphabet as an 

example. Connerton states that' ... in oral cultures most of the formal recollection of 

happenings takes the form of performances repeatedly recited by the custodians of 

memory to those who hear ofit.'167 Keeping with the alphabet as an example notes 

the teacher as the custodian of memory, he/she implements what is to be learnt and 

the pupils respond. This act of transfer is communicated through a repeated 

performance. I vividly remember reciting mathematical tables because they are the 
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thing that caused aflliction. The trauma of having to recite these tables in front of a 

classroom of pupils when my mind went blank has not being forgotten. A repeated 

performance doesn't always mean the information sticks! Connerton's other example 

of a bodily practice is gestural behaviour. "Talking with our hands" is a depiction 

lent by Connerton and is described as 'a knowledge and a remembering in the hands 

and in the body; and in the cultivation of habit it is our body which "understands".'168 

Drawing on the tactility of expressional hands conveys an essence of the people and 

photographic relations observed in my visual practice. Individuals flicked family 

albums and sieved tins and boxes. These handling rituals are representations of a 

remembering in the hands and body. 

Connerton also discusses habit memory. The body knows how to behave and react, 

this is characterised by Connerton as ' ... posture, gesture, and movement, which are 

highly formalised, easily predictable, and readily repeatable.'169 Most people are 

familiar with how to behave socially. For example the reaction to straighten a 

hunched posture is signalled by the presence of another person or the extension of a 

hand gestures a welcoming response. These classic reactions are 'brought to life in 

the present and relived through direct embodiment and gestural repetition.'170 

According to Connerton 'what is being remembered is a set of rules for defining 

'proper' behaviour ... '171 Going back to 'The National Gallery' and the red rope, 

personal irritation was not sensed as I knew to behave socially and walk in the path 

organised for public flow. As stated by Connerton 'rules of etiquette impose 

internalised restraints upon any indiscriminate display of feeling, and teach 

attentiveness to the finer nuances of propriety and to the distinctions between public 

and private life.'172 Connerton would probably describe my behaviour at 'The 
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National Gallery' as a 'code of bodily etiquette' further defined as 'rules of conduct 

and etiquette that become sedimented within the body.'173 

A face-to-face place 
Behaviours that are bodily sedimented result in a certain conduct being expected 

from family familiarity. It has being said that I am from good "stock11 because the 

Gilvarry family in Moygownagh village are known as good catholic people. 

Connerton compares rural and urban backdrops stating that 'what is lacking in a 

village setting is not simply the physical space but the performative space which we 

habitually negotiate in an urban context.'174 Many individuals are 'accustomed to 

moving in a milieu of strangers where many of the people who witness the actions 

and declarations of others usually have little or no knowledge of their history and 

little or no experience of similar actions and declarations in their past. '175 Common 

threads of identity are not visible in frenzied landscapes whereas 'most of what 

happens in a village during the course of a day will be recounted by somebody 

before the day ends and these reports wiJl be based on observation or on first-hand 

accounts.'I76 This statement has stirred a personal memory. Moygownagh village 

has a "Centra" convenience store which the Cawley/Gilvarry family pops into 

regularly. The day I went in there was a lady serving at the cash register, "chit-chat" 

quickly evolved as she tried to place my face. Days later my mother exclaimed 

"Margaret was telling me she met you" 177
, (in the interim I had informed my mother 

about meeting Margaret). Connerton states that 'village gossip is composed of this 

daily recounting combined with lifelong mutual familiarities.' I78 
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Who you are is everything in village life. If an individual is not recognised, locals 

would speculate over a strange body. An example of this emerges through the fact I 

am staying with my granny for an extended period of time. When in the village with 

my mother, father or granny, it is realised I am the daughter of Padraic Cawley and 

Bernie Gilvarry. The stock to which I belong becomes important for the type of 

person I am perceived as. In this context, rural people busy themselves establishing 

ties, 'by this means a village informally constructs a continuous communal history of 

itself: a history in which everybody portrays, in which everybody is portrayed, and in 

which the act of portrayal never stops.'179 

Through Connerton it is realised that 'this leaves little if any space for the 

presentation of the self in everyday life because, to such a large degree, individuals 

remember in common.'180 Borrowing Connerton's expression 'small face-to-face 

societies'1 81 provides the reader with a perception of village life. 'The oral history of 

subordinate groups will produce another type of history: one in which not only will 

most of the details be different, but in which the very construction of meaningful 

shapes will obey a different principal.'182 'Different details will emerge because they 

are inserted, as it were, into a different kind of narrative home . .i 83 Outwardly people 

seem to adhere to a set of ideals but once they go back into their own personal space, 

a different kind of narrative home emerges, what I mean by this is people and their 

own personal histories become visible. 

Benedict Anderson looks at a community differently to Connerton, he argues that its 

image is always bigger in the mind of the individual. In view of this Anderson 

declares that 'because the members of even the smallest nation will never know most 

of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each 
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lives the image of their communion.' 184 He turns to the newspaper as an example of 

an "imagined" product and calls on an American tabloid to implement this notion of 

fiction. He states that 'ifwe were to look at a sample front page of, say, The New 

York Times, we might find there stories about Soviet dissidents, famine in Mali, a 

gruesome murder, a coup in Iraq, the discovery of a rare fossil in Zimbabwe, and a 

speech by Mitterrand.' 185 Following this observation, Anderson questions why these 

rare events are so juxtaposed and what their connection to one another is? 'The 

arbitrariness of their inclusion and juxtaposition shows that the linkage between 

them is imagined.'186 While articles are separated by columns, rows and sections, the 

paper is sold as a thing of "unity". In addition to this, Anderson identifies 'the date at 

the top of the newspaper, the single most important emblem on it, provides the 

essential connection - the steady onward clocking of homogeneous, empty time.'187 

Headlines and articles of public interest are cast aside as tomorrow's paper brings 

more pertinent news. The Cawley and Gilvarry households retain the weekly 

newspaper until it's needed to wrap up a delicate object or trail the floor when ditiy 

shoes are expected home. The "so-called" valued headlines and stories literally 

become trampled on. Returning to Anderson's point about the "imagined", it is 

important to note that most people perceive themselves as part of a collective. The 

newspaper facilitates this ideology. According to Anderson 'each communicant is 

well aware that the ceremony he performs is being replicated simultaneously by 

thousands (or millions) of others of whose existence he is confident, yet of whose 

identity he has not the slightest notion.t188 

Using Anderson's observations to hum in on a newspaper called The Western People 

facilitates this point on a local scale. As indicated by the title, this newspaper serves 
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the west oflreland, more specifically the north west (County Mayo). This paper 

purchase is a ritual for village and town members. 'The newspaper reader, observing 

exact replicas of his own paper being consumed by his subway, barbershop, or 

residential neighbours, is continually reassured that the imagined world is visibly 

rooted in everyday life.' 189 The Western People acts as a common thread of identity; 

it is assured to be present in most homes and as a result performs as a familiar 

product. The point being anchored here is that 'print-capitalism made it possible for 

rapidly growing numbers of people to think about themselves, and to relate 

themselves to others, in profoundly new ways.'190 The Western People creates an 

ideology of sameness; it constructs an impression that we are an extended 

community. 

Rejoining with Connerton and the statement, 'my personal memory claims may be 

expressed in the form: I did such and such, at such and such a time, in such and such 

a place.'191 Relating this example to an instance which envisages the memory of my 

mother stating "I went to pick up the Western at about twelve in Centra and met such 

and such and we were chatting for ages .. " sees these self-descriptions not only 

perform 'to recall events as isolated ... but... to become capable of forming 

meaningful narrative sequences ... .'192 Turning these observations to photography 

perceives the archive as a narrative device and an expression of personal memory 

claims. Langford joins this discussion as she deems the photographic album 'a 

repository of memory' and 'an instrument of social performance.'193 Claiming that 

memory is revived through re-telling, Langford's essay 'Speaking the Album' 

symbolises the correlation between orality and photography. The people represented 

in the photograph on the following page (see fig.22) is my granny and my aunty 

Kathleen. It was taken in Moygownagh village, Spring 1969. This photograph 
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created a memory dialogue for my mother and Kathleen as they reminisced about the 

"travelling shop". They remembered that Monday evenings brought "Munnelly's 

lorry" while Saturday afternoons brought "Daily's". They engaged in the bustling 

memory this service brought to country roads and the joy of small but significant 

purchases. Both recalled sweet tasting treats being rare but calendared events meant 

that a tin of biscuits had to be present in the kitchen cupboard. This tradition is long

lived as I vividly remember "Jacob's" coming to the table at Christmas, birthdays and 

some Sunday's. We all had a favourite biscuit and choosing "just one" always 

seemed an unfair order. True to this, a voice would sound, "can't I have another 

one?" The photographs now lining "Jacob's" interior operate differently, a voice 

doesn't stop to ask if it can pick more than one, the hand just continually sieves until 

all is experienced. 

Figure 22 'From the Gilvarry Archive, 1968' 
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Langford's concept of a 'meeting place'194 symbolically represents the memory 

dialogue created between my mother and Kathleen. It also conjures up a personal 

memory of individuals gathering together - chatting, drinking tea and passing a plate 

of buns from hand to hand. This depiction is remembered from my childhood and 

draws on the ritual aspect of visits to granny's house. The interior would be snugly 

warmed by a turf fire resulting in the kitchen a ir being stained with a peat-bearing 

smell. The sound of the kettle whistling meant tea was on the boil for visitors and 

the "tick tock" of the clock would go unnoticed as individuals engaged in contented 

conversation. Cups would sound as they were placed on the table, spoons would 

twirl the sugar and hands and voices would perform multiple tasks between passing 

treats and expressing opinions. Vocal ranges would be high pitched or subdued, 

depending on the conversation choice. Connerton would defme such spatial triggers 

as 'the material milieu that surrounds us.'195 This points to the everyday and' ... to 

our social spaces - those which we occupy, which we frequently retrace with our 

steps, where we always have access, which at each moment we are capable of 

mentally reconstructing - that we must tum our attention, if our memories are to 

reappear.'196 Connerton's "material milieu" compliments Langford's "meeting place11 

and together they triggered my memory of visits to granny's house. 

Grandma's sensory ingredients 
Keeping with the "material milieu" and its ability to trigger memory draws 

Seremetakis and her concept of material culture back into the discussion. Her 

memory of "The Breast of Aphrodite (the peach)" was discussed in the first chapter. 

Seremetakis can still picture it's pretty rosy hues, hear the sounds of the busy market 

as she made her selection, feel its fuzzy texture pinch the surface of her palm, smell 

the scent that drifted all around her body as she bit into its surface to reveal the 
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luscious juices that erupted and ran into and out of her mouth. This sensual memory 

has being recalled because the peach from Seremetakis's past has disappeared. The 

marketplace is full of other peaches but the absent peach becomes narrative. Granny 

shares an affinity with Seremetakis's narrative of disappearance as different roses 

only remind her of the old wild rose. Her face lights up when she talks about the 

memory of their smell. The photograph chosen as her "favourite" (refer to fig.21 on 

page 81) triggered a moment of sensory self-reflexivity as granny smelled the 

blooming emulsion as if the roses were garden-fresh. 

Seremetakis's concept of sensory memory continues as the "grandma" is 

reintroduced. From a Greek cultural perspective Seremetakis brings into picture the 

'grandma who used to mash with her fingers carrot, potato, macaroni, and feel it with 

her lips and even her tongue and then give it to the child. This movement from 

hands to lips was repeated automatically.'197 Using the fingers to crumble solid 

foodstuff primed it for the 'toothless mouth.'198 Lifting food up towards the lips 

aimed to moisten it and placing food inside the mouth to chew with the aid of a 

rotating tongue sought to build salvia which then churned the food into a 'paste or 

clay.'199 In certain parts of Greece, for instance the 'Southern Peloponnese' feeding 

the child in this way would mean it has been "raised. 11200 

This process of raising a child is known as "resurrecting a child". This child 
will often be described as having been "resurrected with/by grandma". The 
notion of resurrection is connected to the movement from down to up, from 
death to life, from sleeping to awakening, and from the raw to the baked 
(cooked).201 

Through this process 'a woman raises a child as she raises dough into bread.
1202 

The 

child is 'enculturated (raised) in Greek ways.1203 Grandma is involved in the raising 

as her 'substance' is 'transferred.'204 This transference is not only food based, while 
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this ritual is occurring, grandma gazes into the child's eyes, calling it "my heart", 'for 

the emotions in this awakening are as sensual as the senses are emotive.'205 This act 

sees the 'grandma give her parts to see them inscribed on the child over time. This is 

what she receives back from the child: the memory of herself in parts. •206 

Connerton's notion of "inscribing practices" differs to Seremetakis's but similarities 

converge as Connerton's description of the body as a storage place pertains to 

Seremetakis's grandma-child relationship. Connerton also believes that customs 

sieve through grandparents to grandchildren. Habits, conduct, behaviours and 

traditions are imparted and through 'acts of transfer'207 customs, beliefs and traditions 

are shared. 

The family archive ... smiles and siKhs 
The theoretical frameworks of Connerton and Seremetakis raise important points of 

compatibility for the observations put forward by the French historian Pierre Nora. 

Although Nora's observations are confined to a French context, his concept "les lieux 

de memoire" translating as "places" or "sites" of memory are found in parts of 

Connerton's and Seremetakis's theories. Les lieux de memoire; 

refers generally to the various symbolic 'places' or cultural expressions of 
collective memory such as geographical regions, monuments, 
commemorative ceremonies, well-known personalities, political movements, 
professional institutions or social habits described by Nora as the focal points 
of our national heritage.208 

Nora's "les lieux de memo ire" could stretch to any geographical space as it pivots 

around 'the remnants of experience that still lives in the warmth of tradition, in the 

silence of customs, in the repetition of the ancestral...'209 Suggesting that 'memory 

takes root in the concrete, in spaces, gestures, images, and objects .. .'210 observes the 

"lieux de memo ire" perform as a 'moment of history torn away from the movement 

of history, then returned; no longer quite life, not yet death, like shells on the shore 
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when the sea of Jiving memory has receded.'2 11 Although Nora has pictured sea 

shells as a metaphor for the depiction of history and memory, the symbolic image of 

footprints in the sand is more relatable. Many people share this memory and can 

picture the moment waves come in and wash over the tactile trace. As the surge 

recedes, the footprints melt away. The tactile imprint dissolves and its memory is 

preserved by the sea that has swept it away into history. The image of footprints in 

the sand has impinged upon memory, it returns time and time again failing to fade in 

the mind of the individual. Photographs are also cut from the movement of time. 

They hover between life and death just like the moment prior to the footprint 

dissolving. Unlike this disappearing trace, the photograph survives materially, it 

may fade over time but good archival practices will ensure preservation. 

Nora declared modem memory dependent' ... on the materiality of the trace, the 

immediacy of the recording, the visibility of the image.'212 As a result archival 

memory practices only exist to delegate the responsibility of remembering. If this 

notion is extended to the photographic archive, this 'gives everyone the necessity to 

remember and to protect the trappings of identity; when memory is no longer 

everywhere, it will not be anywhere unless one takes the responsibility to recapture it 

through individual means.'213 This notion travels back to Betty and Mrs. Maloney as 

they gave their families a legacy of pictorial memories. Continuing with Nora's 

claim that 'all lieux de memoire are objects mises en abirne'214 or its English 

translation "mise en abyrne" means that all sites/places of memory embody an image 

of an image. The nature of this metaphor is concerned with the survival of the past 

within the present. As the drawer in granny's bedroom is opened, "mises en 

abime"/"mise en abyme" leaps into "Jacob's USA Biscuit Tin" to construct a 

narrative framework for the survival of the past within the present. 
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Figure 23 'From Project Fieldwork, Mary Gilvarry, 2012' 

The stillness of this chest of drawers changes course as the invitation to "open" is 

gestured by the knob that pulls towards the body, urging the individual to lean 

forward and engage with the object. As "Jacob's" is revealed, the tinges ofrust that 

have crept onto its body add a brownish stain to the existing colour palette. Stating 

that "Jacob's" skin is revealed turns to the discussion of my visual practice. Picturing 

this photo archive and others on a black backdrop faci1itated in showcasing the 

materiality of the object. The above photograph captures my granny retrieving 

"Jacob's" from the drawer but fails to show the object in totality. While having a 

fondness for this photograph, the revealing nature of the black backdrop is preferred 

as it illuminates the object and its materiality. 
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'Looking at those worn but still perky ... boxes provoked a series of intense and quite 

sensory memories.'215 

Figure 24 'From Project Fieldwork, The Gilvarry Photo Archive, 2012' 

Reflexively engaging with the worn yet perky aesthetics of "Jacob's" reminded me of 

the olfactory. A smell tinged by the staleness of stagnant air and the assorted 

compounds of colour and black-and-white photographs releases into the body of the 

beholder. This notion feeds into the above photograph which shows "Jacob's" as a 

lidless object. For the purpose of photographing, I would have removed the lid and 

placed it under the body of the object but "Jacob's" didn't have one. This creates a 

point of discussion for the ill-needed thought to preserve photographic freshness. 

Perhaps the lid warped and no longer fitted its body or by chance got discarded as a 

junk item. The unknown whereabouts of "Jacob's" lid is underscored by family 

members who are unable to identify or indeed remember this tin of photographs ever 
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having one except when performing as a confectionary host. As the drawer in 

granny's bedroom is opened, Nora's concepts "lieux de memoire" and "mise en 

abyme" are animated. Not only does "Jacob's" perform as a site for the olfactory, it 

also embodies the memory of the hands that dipped into its interior for a biscuit as 

well as the hands that have searched its pictorial assortment for faces and places. 

One can almost hear the whisper " ... that's me ... ", through this kind of personal "mise 

en abyme" the past and present continually echo. As the tin is extracted from the 

drawer and submerged into a black set, it is hoped that Nora's "lieux de memoire" 

will be celebrated by the viewer of my visual practice as "Jacob's" and/or other 

objects function as sites of personal memory. 

Nora's version of "true memory" is defined as 'unselfconscious memory practices 

and traditions that have largely been lost, they comprise gestures and habits, 

unspoken craft traditions, intimate physical knowledge, ingrained reminiscences, and 

spontaneous reflexes.'216 In a corresponding view to Connerton, Nora claims that 

"true memory" is embodied and largely believes it is pre-modern and absent from 

contemporary society. 

It coincided with the rise of the nation state and in which a historical 
consciousness began to prevail over a memorial one; and the current 
'postmodern' age of media culture, in which representations of the past 
emerge and are consumed at the rapid and frantic pace of media consumption 
itself.217 

This citation is evidently symptomatic of cultural melancholia. A yearning to return 

to a time when things were a certain way exists for a lot of people. Nora's 

observations draw to the way images of the past are consumed into the frantic pace 

of digital euphoria. This form of externalised memory means that 'inscription is 

necessary because memory is no longer experienced from within; it is therefore 
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reliant upon an external prop or a tangible reminder.'2 l 8 Choosing to relate Nora's 

quotation to the snapshot sees its materiality function as a site for things once seen, 

touched, heard, smelt and tasted. Connerton and Nora have articulated in similar 

ways that 'memory ... takes root in the concrete, in spaces, gestures, images, and 

objects .. .'219 Shifting this concept to granny and the memory of hard times that have 

taken root in many of the photographs stored in "Jacob's" throws attention to the 

common expression "ignorance is bliss!" This wilful ignorance puts "Jacob's" in the 

drawer, "out of sight, out of mind". It also pivots around Langford's thematic of 

"suspended conversations". The oral-photographic performance has been 

''suspended" by granny many times in the past for reasons which seems to suggest 

she enjoys happy memories but prefers not to endure unhappy ones. Yet time and 

time again "Jacob's" is taken out to 'revive its suspended conversations'220
, after all it 

holds "some" cherished memories. 

After spending time with granny and her cherished photograph, I asked her to bring 

me back to the location where the roses took root. Nora's "lieux de memo ire" or 

"memory place" becomes a site of personal narrative. Previously articulating that 

"true memory" is comprised of gestures and habits, unspoken craft traditions, 

intimate physical knowledge, ingrained reminiscences, and spontaneous reflexes sees 

Nora's observations become a measure of granny's experience. She guided me back 

to the root of the roses. Most days she struggles to remember but on this particular 

day her memory was undoubtedly bodily led. This memory trail reminded me of 

being a young girl - the vibrancy of pinks, oranges, purples, yellows and reds 

delightfully intrigued my colour curiosity. The blooming tallness in comparison to 

my smallness evoked a fantastical feeling. This is one of my cherished childhood 
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memories. I also remember granny's love for flowers just as she remembers Betty's. 

Flowers were extensions of their fanciful day-dreaming and escapism from heavy 

duty domestic chores. Although removed from their former inhabited space, 

blooming and fragrant memories still resonate with both of us. I remember facets of 

the old garden but granny knows it inside out, it is ingrained in her mind and body. 

The garden is now completely transformed, most trees and flowers have being 

uprooted and replaced by the clean lines of concrete. In view of granny's "failing" 

memory it is interesting to think that with all the visual transformations she still has 

the ability to remember the soil locations that once rooted her beautiful blooms. 

Evidently she was responding to the material milieu surrounding her. 

The miniature thing 
Roland Barthes's theoretical material continues to formulate a discussion for memory 

practices. In 1980 the evocative essay 'La Chambre Claire' ('Camera Lucida: 

Reflections on Photography') was published. Although I have read strands of 

Stewart, Connerton, Seremetakis and Nora into Barthes's framework, he remains a 

standalone. He draws the reader into complete subjectivity by theoretically alluring 

them or in this case "me" into his gazing and grasping encounters. Barthes's self 

imaged publication rests on his inability to fathom whether photography is an 

occasion, an encounter, a moment ofrealness or an 'indefatigable expression.'
221 

For 

Barthes the indefatigable nature of photography is imbued in the moment when 

showing; 

your photographs to someone - he will immediately show you his: 'look this 
is my brother; this is me as a child', etc. ; the photograph is never anything but 
an antiphon of 'look', 'see', 'here it is'; it points a finger at certain vis-a-vis, 

d h. d . . I 222 an cannot escape t 1s pure e1chc anguage. 

Without a doubt photography has made it acceptable to pick up a miniature and 

material representation and declare "that's me". While Barthes criticises this 
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reaction, as 'Camera Lucida' advances his own responses are not dissimilar. The 

practices of "looking", "sieving" and "pointing" are stored in Barthes's memory just 

as they are in most people's. 

Barthes states; 

my phenomenology agreed to compromise with a power, affect; affect was 
what I didn't want to reduce; being irreducible, it was thereby what I wanted, 
what I ought to reduce the photograph to; but could I retain an affective 
intentionality, a view of the object which was immediately steeped in desire, 

I . l . h . ?223 repu ston, nosta gm, eup ona. 

Phenomenology is a movement in philosophy, it observes the structures of 

experience and consciousness. As indicated by Barthes, phenomenology is linked to 

intentionality. Remembering via a photograph steeped in desire, nostalgia, repulsion 

and not to disregard an individual desperately seeking memory observes Barthes's 

quarrel with the phenomenology of emotion and the intentionality of emotion. He 

wanted to explore photography 'as a wound: I see, I feel, hence I notice, I observe, 

and I think.'224 One cannot ignore the expressive phrase "I feel" in a sentence 

predominantly shaped by visual practices. According to Barthes, photography could 

only interest him visually, he awarded this kind of general interest the Latin 

description "studium". Occasionally visual information 'rises from the scene, shoots 

out of it like an arrow, and pierces me. '225 Evidentially this is the moment that 

photography "affects" Barthes. This 'wound, this prick, this mark. . .'226 is the 

"punctum". Reaching the depths of personal meaning, Barthes declares 'a 

photograph's punctum is that accident which pricks me (but also bruises me, is 

poignant to me).'227 While revealing he "feels" through the photograph, the other 

side of him wants to deny it. In relation to this sense of denial granny would say it is 

not the "done thing" when it comes to letting a photograph '1affect" you. Her 

hardened perspective is shaped by the times she grew up in. Over the years I have 
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heard her say that "people had to have a thick skin in those days" hence the "softly 

softly" approach was not given the time of day. 

However, it is important to give Barthes and some of the photographs raised in 

'Camera Lucida' the time of day. One photograph, an old house pictured by Charles 

Clifford titled 'The Alhambra (Grenada), 1854-1856' triggered Barthes to exclaim 

' ... this old photograph touches me .. .'228 and 'this desire affects me at a depth and 

according to roots which I do not know .. .'229 In relation to another photograph by A. 

Kertesz, 'The Violinist's Tune, Abony, Hungary, 1921 ', Barthes states 'I recognise, 

with my whole body, the straggling villages I passed through on my long-ago travels 

in Hungary and Rumania.'23° Following these observations Barthes states 'the 

photograph touches me ifl withdraw it from its usual blah-blah: 'Technique', 

'Reality', 'Reportage', 'Art', etc.: to say nothing, to shut my eyes, to allow the detail to 

rise of its own accord into affective consciousness.'231 

Searchin& for a little 2irl 
Barthes wanted a memorable detail to rise out of the photograph and affect him. One 

November; 

evening shortly after my mother's death, I was going through some 
photographs, I had no hope of 'finding' her, I expected nothing from these 
photographs of a being before which one recalls less of that being than by 
merely thinking of him or her' (Proust).232 

Barthes draws on the French novelist and critic Marcel Proust at various stages of 

'Camera Lucida'. Proust reduced the visual to a subsidiary role at a time when 'the 

classical mnemonic was strongly reliant on a visual element.'233 Proust's "memoire 

involontaire" 'grasps the past in its entirety, reviving not only a memory image but 

related sensations and emotions.'234 John Keats's notion of "grasping" resurfaces and 

functions as a depiction for the individual desiring to reach into the past the way 
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Barthes does. Walter Benjamin's essay on 'The Image of Proust' describes 

involuntary memory as 'when we awake each morning, we hold in our hands, usually 

weakly and loosely, but a few fringes of the tapestry of lived life .. .'235 Proust is the 

chronicler of past time just as Betty and Mrs. Maloney were. These individuals were 

touched by time and reciprocated by preserving it, they were the successors of 'Time 

Regained'. In Proust's novel, 'Time Regained: Remembrance of Things Past', some 

memories revisit unexpectedly while others are intentionally searched for. This 

notion extends to Barthes who desires to "find" his mother. 

Influenced by Proustian thought, Barthes alludes to the "affect" which one could 

argue is Proust's description for the intensity taking place as a result of involuntary 

memory. Barthes mentioned earlier that he expected nothing from the photographs 

being looked at, this was due to the historical displacement that led him to state, 'I 

could read my nonexistence in the clothes my mother had worn before I can 

remember her.'236 These photographs brought to his attention 'a familiar being 

dressed differently'237 but as he sieved, he was brought closer to the memory of her. 

In order to 'find' my mother, fugitively alas, and without ever being able to 
hold on to this resurrection for long, I must, much later, discover in several 
photographs the objects she kept on her dressing table, an ivory powder box 
(I loved the sound of its lid) a cut-crystal flagon, or else a low chair, which is 

b d 238 nowmyown e .... 

While looking at a photograph in which there was an ivory powder box, Barthes 

remembered the sound of its lid. In another photograph ' .. .in which she is hugging 

me, a child, against her, I can waken in myself the rumpled softness of her crepe de 

chine and the perfume of her rice powder.'239 The trace that preserved the rumpled 

softness ofhis mother's crepe de chine (a finely woven dress fabric) has been 

preserved on his personal "plate of remembrance". The olfactory of her rice powder 
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perfume, the tactile trace of her crepe de chine and the visual of her hand patting rice 

powder on her face are examples of "memoire involontaire". They are also proof 

that Barthes's memory of his mother are far from dull but more happy and haptic. 

Operating Proust's "memoire involontaire" acts as a departure point for a scene 

between Barthes and a photograph; 

There I was, alone in the apartment where she had died, looking at these 
pictures of my mother, one by one, under the lamp, gradually moving back in 
time with her, looking for the truth of the face I had loved. And I found it.240 

Looking at photographs one by one under a lamp hints at intense concentration, it 

also draws on the hand that led Barthes to "grasp" one in particular. The reader is 

intimately drawn into its materiality; 

The photograph was very old. The corners were blunted from having been 
pasted into an album, the sepia print had faded, and the picture just managed 
to show two children standing together at the end of a little wooden bridge 
glassed-in conservatory, what was called a Winter Garden in those days .241 

As indicated, this photograph was removed, there is no evidence to suggest it fell out 

after its glued backing weakened or an individual removed it for closer scrutiny, 

however one could suggest the latter. If removed intentionally, the intimate grasping 

and intense gaze can be imagined. Although Barthes blandly reveals he "studied" 

the little girl, the close physical contact can be imagined, after all he had to explore 

the material depth to engage its miniature details. He defines the relationship with 

this photograph as 'a sort of umbilical cord that links the body of the photographed 

h
. ,242 

t mg to my gaze. 

For once, photography gave me a sentiment as certain as remembrance, just 
as Proust experienced it one day when, leaning over to take off his boots, 
there suddenly came to him his grandmother's true face, whose living reality I 
was experiencing for the first time, in an involuntary and complete 
memory.243 
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Barthes correlates his memory experience to Proust's, however it is not possible to 

ignore that Barthes's memory was stirred by photography and Proust's by place. 

Barthes declares 'not only is the photograph never, in essence, a memory (whose 

grammatical expression would be the perfect tense, whereas the tense of the 

photograph is the aorist), but it actually blocks memory, quickly becomes a counter

memory.'244 It would seem his proclamation is self directed. It cannot be disputed 

the photograph is a representation of a past action or event, whether that action or 

event was repeated or completed cannot be proven photographically. Consequently 

the photograph is most appropriately described as a counter-memory 

(disagreeing/opposing/challenging). Although claiming this, Barthes was captivated 

by the fact that pure representation occurs photographically. This takes place in 

front of the lens, it is "the-that-has-been". This sense of being there gave Barthes the 

overwhelming urge to exclaim, "there she is! She's really there! At last, there she 

is!"'
245 

However the Winter Garden Photograph cannot be reproduced because; 

(It exists only for me. For you, it would be nothing but an indifferent picture, 
one of the thousand manifestations of the "ordinary"; it cannot establish an 
objectivity, in the positive sense of the term; at most it would interest your 
studium: period, clothes, photogeny: but in it, for you, no wound)246 

The reader is almost averted from the absent photograph as it is described with such 

palpable realness. This detail hinges on the following description; 

My mother was five at the time (1998), her brother seven. He was leaning 
against the bridge railing, along which he had extended one arm; she, shorter 
than he, was standing a little back, facing the camera; you could tell that the 
photographer had said, "step forward a little so we can see you", she was 
holding one finger in the other hand, as children often do, in an awkward 
gesture.247 

To showcase that Barthes attempts to deliberately disorientate the reader, I want to 

point out that this extract is printed on page 67-69 in 'Camera Lucida' and that a 

picture ofNadar's (the artist's) mother or wife is intently positioned on page 68. This 
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visual interruption is placed in the midst of an important encounter between Barthes 

and 'The Winter Garden Photograph'. It would seem he is attempting to distract the 

reader as this deflection occurs again on page 73 when Barthes informs the reader 

that 'The Winter Garden Photograph' cannot be reproduced as it only exists for him. 

However, on page l 04 a photograph titled 'The Stock/ La Souche' (Author's 

Collection) bears an uncanny resemblance to the quotation cited on the previous 

page which Barthes says is unique to 'The Winter Garden Photograph'. The flat 

death of photography is one ofBarthes's aversions to the medium, it may have 

provoked him 'to turn the photograph over, to enter into the paper's depth, to reach its 

other side (what is hidden is for us westerners is often more "true" than what is 

visible) .'248 

As a witness to many photographic encounters, I have observed individuals engage 

with the photograph and wander off into a personal daydream. Barthes admitted that 

'in front of the Winter Garden Photograph I am a bad dreamer who vainly holds out 

his arms toward the possession of the image .. .'249 He declares himself a poor 

fantasist, this brings us back to the fact that he cannot effectively reach into the 

image. Barthes desired to be the camera operator and trace his own imaginings. He 

concludes 'Camera Lucida' with a puzzling hypothesis stating 'the choice is mine: to 

subject its spectacle to the civilised code of perfect illusions, or to confront in it the 

wakening of intractable reality .'250 The red curtains unfold and close and the 

performance is brought to an end. No more than the phantom of the opera, Barthes's 

theatre of reality and illusion is tainted by the spectacle - a ghost, an apparition, a 

phantasm. The spectacle has crossed over and is subjected to delusion. The only 

other option for Barthes was to grasp his mother had departed his life forever. 
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The bond between it and me 
The reality Barthes tries to avoid is one many attempt to evade. Examples of this are 

rooted in my practice. It has already been noted that granny's favourite topic of 

avoidance is roses; a similar situation occurred with Jimmy Finnerty as he changed 

my intended photographic discussion to a conversation about land. Before dialogue 

commenced, I asked Jimmy to "pick a picture"251 of personal significance. He 

reached towards the head of a cabinet where framed photographs and religious 

objects gathered and "picked a picture". As Jimmy relaxed into his chair, I directed 

conversation towards the photograph but Jimmy steered it in another direction. He 

moved us both back in time as he obsessively talked about the land. Passion for his 

native roots started to become a drone as I was drawn to a detail taking place in 

Jimmy's hands. Although his mind was distracted, his hands were concentrated as 

they made a connection with the material object. Trying to stabilise Jimmy's 

meandering mind was tricky but I managed to get him to reveal the identity of the 

two people in the photograph. One was Jimmy and the other was his wife (now 

deceased). Having said all he was going to say, Jimmy led me back to the land. 

This kind of conversation hopping suggests that the photograph is uncomfortably 

linked to death, one topic both granny and Jimmy wanted to avoid. Feelings are best 

kept on the inside for many people but Jimmy was unaware that he was engaging 

with his outwardly. It was apparent to me because I was recording Jimmy with my 

video camera when his fingers began to lightly stroke and rub the photo frame. He 

appeared to be tracing pieces of memory onto its surface. 
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Field Notes - Jimmy Finnerty 
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It is important to reunite with Barthes and the observations put forward by artist and 

writer Victor Burgin and art historian and theorist Margaret Olin. Burgin's essay 

'Re-reading Camera Lucida' is discussed first. It commences with the statement 

'(those who fail to re-read are obliged to read the same story everywhere)'252 and is 

with this merit that 'Camera Lucida' has been re-read by many theorists and scholars. 

Burgin argues that Barthes is 'concerned with photographs only in so far as they 

contribute to "those little touches of solitude" of which, he says, life consists.'253 

Photographs like various life moments generate loneliness, however this does not 

stop them from being looked at and handled. In a comparable way to Barthes and 

'The Winter Garden Photograph', granny's 'roses' obscured a familiar face, forcing 

her to stop, stare and settle. This is the relationship a lot of people have with 

photographs, they sit with them and put down roots in a beholding space. It's evident 

throughout 'Camera Lucida' and Burgin's re-reading that Barthes was preoccupied 

with the "essence" of photography, meaning he would have spent a lot of time 

contemplating the photograph. 

Burgin suggests Barthes's quest for "essence" was influenced by phenomenology. In 

view of this, he states 'essence (eidos) is simply the common factor, or factors, which 

unites all of our otherwise very different encounters with, in this case, 

photographs.'
254 

Burgin uses the phrase 'unites our encounters, rather than 'unites 

photographs' because phenomenology sets out to describe subjective experiences 

rather than material objects.'255 It is apparent from 'Camera Lucida' that Barthes's 

phenomenological encounter occurred via photographic materiality. Memory was 

triggered because of this. Burgin discusses the concept "intention" and declares it 

crucial to phenomenology and the photographs raised by Barthes. Influenced by this 
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concept and his study of the French philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre, Burgin cites a 

description in Sartre's text 'L'Imaginaire'. 

My intention is here now; I say: 'This is a portrait of Peter', or, more briefly: 
'This is Peter'. Then the picture is no longer an object but operates as 
material for an image ... Everything I perceive enters into a perspective 
synthesis which aims at the true Peter, a living being who is not present.256 

In view of the above observation, Burgin states 'the real object therefore, present to 

perception (here, the photograph) is, 'an analogue' of another object', and no more or 

less an analogue than is a purely mental 'representative' of the absent object of 

'intention.'257 Following this, Burgin declares Barthes more concerned with' ... the 

yearning 'intentionality' of imagination .. .'258 than ' ... with the general phenomenon of 

the photograph ... '259 Burgin argues that "touch" is crucial to intention and to an 

'encounter with the real' which nevertheless will always elude the subject's grasp: in 

trying to signify it, we lose it.'260 I want to bring this notion back to Jimmy, there 

was a moment just before he decided to put the photo frame back on its shelf that 

animates what Burgin is talking about. As Jimmy's mind wandered back to the land, 

he obliviously stroked the photo frame, as he did the stand at the back fell off and hit 

the floor. He ignored it at frrst but then leaned over to pick it up, this was the 

moment that broke his private and meandering thoughts. It was at this point Jimmy 

decided to put the photograph away. Touch clearly acted as a vehicle transporting 

him into the past and drifting chat about land became a dreamy canvas for his 

imaginings. As the back disconnected, Jimmy was made aware the object in his 

grasp privileged him with memory but by doing so it was lost because the 

photographic :fragment fell back into time and Jimmy was left reeling by the 

"punctum" that grieved him. Jimmy's experience takes me back to Keats and 

Stewart. Through different thematics they observed "touch" as fundamental to the 

encounter with the real. Stewart in particular emphasised that the act of touching 
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exerts pressure on both toucher and touched which inevitably threatens the 

distinction between subject and object. From this perspective 'it is commonplace to 

observe that desire and phantasy are closely connected (together, they result in the 

'daydream'), and that photographs are commonly involved in our phantasising.'261 

Not only does this animate the scene of Jimmy's encounter with the framed 

photograph but it also creates a possible context for Barthes and the photograph of an 

American family by James Van der Zee (see fig.25 below). 

Figure 25 'The Strapped Pumps (James Van Der Zee, Family Portrait, 1926)' 
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Barthes declares 'the detail which "touches" him in this photograph is the strapped 

shoes worn by one of the women: 'this particular punctum arouses great sympathy in 

me, almost a kind of tenderness. '262 Ten pages later he claims '(I may know better a 

photograph I remember than a photograph I am looking at); he now realises that it 

was not the shoes which moved him, it was the necklace the woman wore.'263 

Barthes states, 'for (no doubt) it was this same necklace (a slender ribbon of braided 

gold) which I had seen worn by someone in my own family.'264 The relative he was 

reminded of was his aunt. With this example in mind Burgin states that we can see 

Barthes's investment in emotional "affect". The absent necklace 'shut up in a box'265 

takes the reader to Barthes's source of emotion which is concealed in the theme of 

death. Burgin relates this incident to "trauma" and the fact that this sort of 

"punctum" is concealed in most sentimental objects. 

This takes me back to "Jacob's" as each photograph in its contents are a potential site 

of pleasure and pain. As granny sieves the tin of choice, she sits and stares and 

sometimes exclaims "now now" or "well well. "266 These expressions are sighs for 

the past and the deceased individuals confined to the "flat death" of photography. 

Granny's reactions were reciprocated as Marian (Mrs. Maloney's daughter), Josie 

(my grandaunt), Tessie (also my grandaunt), Mrs. Jennings (family friend) and 

Jimmy (family friend) all operated alongside her in acts ofremembering. This 

specific group of people have shared stories and smiles, loves and losses. To honour 

such precious memories they frequently go back to the spaces where their 

photographs are kept. 
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It has being established that granny's archive is an ill-lidded "Jacob's" tin. Marian's 

family photographs have been organised into various albums while her mother's 

pictures have been moved from a "Jacob's" tin to a newer black and beige floral box. 

Josie's photographs are tightly sealed into a white tub sitting closely beside an orange 

and yellow floral bag bulgingly zipping away piles of photographs. Not forgetting to 

mention the minute frames that embellish every room in her home. This must be a 

sister sentiment as Tessie also has multiple petite frames adorning the walls. She 

keeps the bulk of her photographs neatly organised in a bright yellow box and an old 

rusted "Walkers" tin while many, many other photographs are arranged into albums. 

Mrs. Jennings's collection differs to those mentioned. The photographs in her home 

are mostly framed. At one time she had a suitcase full of pictures but over the years 

permitted her daughters to travel away with it. This indicates that many of her 

Moygownagh born photographs are scattered around other counties and countries. 

Thus Poole's notion of a "visual economy" springs to mind as the depiction of 

imagery moving across national and cultural boundaries is made visible through 

Mrs. Jennings and her family. The portrait is one facet of photography she truly 

admires; hence its place on the mantelpiece in her living room, visible from the chair 

she always sits in. The domestic snapshot is given a hierarchical position in the 

home, one could argue from the pictorial evidence of the photograph from my visual 

practice (see fig.26 on the following page) that the painting over the mantle is given 

primary status but Mrs. Jennings informed that the painting merely adds colour to a 

bland wall. Small pictures are her preferred choice of photograph and in this case 

she can take the family portrait down from the mantle, hold it, touch it and gaze at it 

in a zone of comfort. 
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Figure 26 'From Project Fieldwork, Mrs. Jennings's Mantle, 2012' 

'Like most snapshots, they were made to capture memorable moments, primarily 

happy occasions and moments of celebration. Yet they were also intended to have a 

physical and material life; these images were meant to be kept.. .. 267 
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Jimmy is mindfully similar as he also displays a number of framed photos dotted 

between the mantle and cabinet shelving. He prefers old black-and-white 

photographs and keeps these precious objects in a shirt box. It is tailored to meet his 

needs - it comes out when he desires to remember and is put away when he does not. 

His late wife and present daughter-in-law Connie assembled albums, Jimmy knows 

they are lying around somewhere but it is Connie that can identify each photograph's 

living space. She is picture mad! Every baptism, birthday, communion, 

confirmation, wedding and event or occasion has being marked by a photograph or a 

framed version. In contrast, Jimmy is saddened by photographic liveliness and its 

lack of vigour in reality as he is mostly left with relics of the departed. This poignant 

perspective responds to 'Camera Lucida' as the trauma of life and death is sensed in 

every page. 

It should be noted that while Josie was part of my project, she isn't anymore. I 

visited her home in Winter 2012 to do some project work, during this time she 

showed me a special photograph of herself and husband Arthur. I photographed her 

with it, talked to her about it and later that day we bundled it and many, many other 

photographs away. A couple of weeks later, I visited Tessie's house to do some 

more project work and Josie was there, this was the day she informed me the 

photograph was missing. My heart sank at the thought of loosing another's 

photograph. As I declared my innocence, her immediate response affirmed "well its 

missing" and "I don't have it. "268 Barthes's emotional "affect" resurfaces as Josie's 

"punctum" of pleasure and pain is also confused. Arthur is not only missing from 

life but also from the representational form. Perhaps the photograph ended up 

zipped away instead of being put back into the tub where it came from. What does 
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this instance say about memory? No more than Barthes's confusion between a pearl 

necklace and a slender ribbon of braided gold, Josie also blurs the boundaries of 

"what is and what isn't" when she declared the photograph "lost" rather than 

"mislaid". The place it was always kept may not be the exact spot it was returned to, 

hence I suspect it's mislaid. We have met many occasions since and our relationship 

is as lovely as ever but when offering to call around and help look for the photograph 

or do more project work, so finds an excuse to decline. I made the respectful choice 

to leave her be. Margaret Olin's essay 'Touching Photographs: Roland Barthes's 

"Mistaken" Identification' echoes aspects of Burgin's re-reading and my incident 

with Josie. 

Olin's essay describes the beholder whose 'looking can bring what she or he sees into 

focus, or distort it beyond recognition. '269 Once again Stewart comes to the surface, 

however the content of physical contact differs. While Olin suggests that "looking" 

distorts reality, Stewart suggested that "touching" contributes to the act of distortion. 

Although looking is fundamental to Olin's observations, "touch" plays a pivotal role. 

She discusses the tactile through the notion of trace and the idea that the thing had to 

touch the surface. Following this, Olin states that 'because the thing had to be there 

to be photographed, we feel as though we are looking at it directly, not through a 

representational medium.'270 This is the reality of pleasure and pain for all who 

behold photographs. The 'trace is tactile, like a footprint, or perhaps more accurately 

like a navel, given that in one passage Barthes describes photography as an umbilical 

cord.'271 'Camera Lucida' appears to be one last attempt to build a connection from 

the physical body to the material thing. 
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Field Notes - Josie McCann 
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Similarly to Burgin, Olin draws on 'The Strapped Pumps' by James Van Der Zee. 

She also observes Barthes's discrepancy and states the detail he picks out is actually 

the detail that is missing. The sitter 'wears a string of pearls, as does her seated 

relative. Most readers probably don't notice "Barthes's" mistake since the Van Der 

Zee photograph is several pages into the past by the time Barthes recognises the 

punctum.'272 Admittedly, I failed to recognise this mistake. Olin points out that the 

"punctum" may be forgotten and declares it an example that 'illuminates an 

important aspect of memory: the deception at its heart, its ability to embroider and 

change, to be displaced .. .'273 This illuminating detail responds to the notion of 

Josie's "mislaid" or "lost" photograph. It could be argued that memory deceived her, 

at first it enthralled her with pleasurable detail but when discovered to be missing, it 

caused grievance. Rejoining with Barthes and the braided gold necklace, Olin 

suspects that it may have being the "punctum" in Barthes's family photograph. She 

suggests that 'what is touching in someone else's family is wounding in one's own. '274 

Reflexively engaging with a personal instance departs from Barthes for a moment. 

This example takes me to the family portrait, a site of personal pain for my granny. 

The Gilvarry portrait blindly represents an alcoholic husband, personal feuds, 

marriage disturbances and a dead daughter. Smiling faces fixed into place do not 

affect granny happily, in fact it is the "punctum" that wounds her. As stated by Olin, 

what is touching in someone else's family is wounding in one's own. This family 

portrait still beams from the wall of her home, never to be removed. It is set in place 

by a tradition that has dictated to her the custom and normality of households having 

one or more framed family photographs. The point being anchored here is that the 

"pure representation" of this photograph, "the-that-has-been" has changed over time. 
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In a similar way, 'The Winter Garden Photograph' has strayed from its "pure 

representation". Barthes's mother has died and the photograph that apparently 

represents her is vague and in danger of disappearing altogether. Did this vague and 

fading image ever exist? In a not so different way to Barthes, I presented the reader 

with a hypothetical family portrait, does it exist or did my imagination conjure it to 

satisfy an observation? The reader has to take my word for it. However, Olin is not 

taking Barthes's word at face-value. She reckons there was no 'Winter Garden 

Photograph' to reproduce in 'Camera Lucida'. A family photograph, 'The Stock/ La 

Souche' (see fig.27 below) is considered by Olin to be 'The Winter Garden 

Photograph'. 

Figure 27 'The Stock/La Souche (Author's Collection)' 
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Olin states that 'maybe Barthes was inspired to reposition the photograph of the two 

children away from the grandfather of La Souche, a family photograph Barthes 

provides later in Camera Lucida, and into a nurturing Winter Garden, where he 

could preserve his mother.ms Olin's "maybes" are representations of personal doubt; 

Maybe whenever his mother and her brother posed, they automatically took 
the same positions, she nesting one finger in her other hand, standing back a 
bit, he, coming forward, leaning on and extending his hand on whatever was 
handy, railing or knee. They posed the same way wherever they were: at the 
end of a wooden bridge or at the end of a life; among the branches and palms 
of a flourishing winter garden, or around and between their grandfather, on 
the bare dirt of a garden in winter, with no trees except themselves, two 
offshoots of the souche (stock of tree, founder of a family), as Barthes calls 
the old man.276 

Barthes described the relationship between his mother and her grandfather as 

formidable. This would have warranted him the right to 'remove the inconvenient 

grandfather.'277 With reference to both instances, Olin states 'the braided gold 

necklace should have been there; the old man should not. Man and necklace are 

present but absent.'278 Olin declares the "punctum" as 'the detail that is not there, or 

that one wishes was not there.'279 Picking up with the thread of family observations 

takes us back to granny's photograph of the roses; it operates in this way as she 

ignores the detail in the middle. Among her floral blooms is a figure, this is her 

daughter Betty. She is partially obscured by stems, leaves and petals as the camera 

operator pictured her from a ground-level perspective. Family members are aware 

that Betty stands in the middle of the photograph, granny is too but she only ever 

draws on the roses, that way she doesn't have to confront Betty's death or the trauma 

associated with that memory. Denying or confusing memory details seems to be a 

familiar thematic among granny, Jimmy and Josie. It also extends to Barthes. 
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Olin states that 'we endow people with attributes we need them to have, hang gold 

ribbons around their necks when they would prefer pearls.'280 This "need" suggests 

the most significant indexical power of the photograph may consequently lie not in 

the relation between the photograph and its subject but in the relation between the 

photograph and its beholder, or user, in what I (Olin) would like to call a 

"performative index", or an "index of identification. "281 Claiming the indexical 

power of photography lies in the relationship between the photograph and the 

beholder creates a point of discussion for the trace. Let's consider the concept of an 

indexical trace in simple terms, taking the rubber stamp as a metaphor for 

inscription. This object is employed to imprint dates and phrases on invoices and 

letters. The physical item is a miniature handle with an affixed piece of rubber; its 

bottom has raised characters and is used to make an ink impression. The indexical 

trace only exists through this point of contact. Olin draws on the thumbprint as a 

metaphor for the "index". In a similar sense, she argues that 'the item had to be there 

for an indexical representation to exist.'282 This is the "being there" that preoccupied 

Barthes for the entirety of 'Camera Lucida' and his motive for keeping 'alive 

artificially that which should otherwise have died.'283 Thinking about it collectively, 

this observation extends to most photographs and their keepers as archiving is an 

attempt to keep something alive. 

The photographic trace is tactile hence the reason many people point at the 

photograph declaring "that's me", it is with this same rationale that it's thought 

photographs embody an essence of the deceased. A day spent with Mrs. Jennings at 

her family home in spring 2012 observed this detail in full "affect". During our time 

together she took a framed family portrait down from the mantle and sat it on her 

lap. I was keeling on the floor beside her armchair when she began running her 
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finger across each individual's face naming them aloud. One by one she introduced 

them, "this is Catherine"284 etc. Her finger paused as it met her husband's face, she 

lingered, stared and became teary-eyed as this photograph was the most recent and 

also the last of her husband alive and well. It's sentimental because "there will never 

be a picture like it again. "285 We departed this saddening conversation to move onto 

less serious "chit-chat" but she kept the photograph on her knees for the duration, 

stroking it in different ways. The relationship between Mrs. Jennings and this 

photograph supports Olin's notion of a "performative index" and "index of 

identification". 
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Rose tinted &:lasses 
Whether the photographic archive includes one or more framed family photographs, 

a Jacob's USA Biscuit Tin, a floral bag or an album or two - they are considered 

indexes. Not only are lives filed into order and preference but these people 

representations are remembered for the lively rendition once performed in front of 

the lens. Through archival and retrieval practices a point of contact is made between 

the beholder and the photographic materiality. Olin declares this relational space as 

the "performative index". It also creates a relational point of contact for Nora's 

"lieux de memo ire" in which the photograph becomes a "site" of memory. Whether 

the photograph did or didn't perform as a "site" of memory largely preoccupied 

Barthes, hence something Proustian failed to emerge. Proust's "memo ire 

invo lontaire" 'grasps the past, ... reviving not only a memory image but related 

sensations and emotions.'286 'It captures something of the spontaneity of pure 

memory, for it surfaces unexpectedly and cannot be deliberately sought; Samuel 

Beckett thus observes that it 'chooses its own time and place for the performance of 

its miracle.'287 Barthes chose a specific day to remember but the illusive spectacle 

remained closer to death than to life, hence the "affect" was not as he desired. 

Whereas, granny's spontaneous 

encounter with the photograph is 

exemplary of a time and place that 

chose her. The re-introduced 

photograph acts as a "performative 

index", drawing the reader into the 

heart of granny's garden. 

As this photograph is studied, the 
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intimate detail of an individual standing among the floral-patterned emulsion is 

realised. This is Betty and she is holding her niece Aisling. Smiles and laughter can 

almost be sensed as the exchange of affection is personally imagined. Both adult 

and child are masked by beautiful pink blooms. Granny is drawn into the "index of 

identification" as this photograph's realness is reinforced by the upstanding stem that 

is not so much a visual obstacle but more a vivid reminder of her one-time thriving 

beauties. Whilst engaging with this photograph granny was unreachable in the 

present; she had drifted back into the garden of sensory perception. The visual 

presence of luscious roses triggered the tactile memory of picking a bunch. Her 

sense of smell was also pleasured as their fragrant perfume climbed back into her 

personal olfactory. She used to inhale them so closely that their floral scent was 

bound to be embodied. The memory of westerly winds still echoes in her ears as its 

sweeping reaction swirled and twirled the petals of her much-loved scent into the air. 

While the "punctum" is operating with joy, there's no doubt this photograph also acts 

as a site of pain considering granny's deceased daughter is pictured as a lively spirit. 

Granny avoids heartache by reaching for "rose tinted glasses". This common 

expression indicates that a "rosy" outlook is sought even if life circumstances or its 

photographic version isn't as upbeat. 
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Conclusion 

Presence & Absence 
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June blooms 
"When in June the roses bloom. "288 There is something disabling about granny's 

rhyming phrase especially today July 19th 2012. It's a typical Irish summer's day 

harbouring a grey-filled sky with a patch or two of blue encased in cloud, it is windy 

and nippy. The roses are drenched in rain and perished with the cold, they have 

wilted and died. Their lifeless pink-brown shells triggered granny to exclaim "ah, 

sure the poor things never got a chance. "289 Her June pride and joy didn't gain glory 

and as July turned out more wet weeks, the roses were definitely doomed. Granny's 

deprived and saddened remark reflects on the relationship between life and death, 

memory and forgetfulness. The only place her favourite flowers have survived is in 

the photograph, the pictorial emulsion continues to bloom but no more so than the 

person enshrined in the shine of the photographic emulsion, the roses also reach a 

pinnacle of presence and absence. I argued that the senses are materially embodied. 

This contention was given life as granny raised the photograph up towards her nose 

to smell the roses. Whilst inhaling the sweet emulsion, her lips smiled and parted to 

break into breath the memory of her delightful blooms. Other senses were 

undoubtedly called upon as she engaged with the tactile memory of the thorny 

prickle that went hand-in-hand with picking a bunch. Bustling birds and westerly 

winds are embodied but as granny reaches an age of forgetfulness she is reliant on 

external props. There's no doubt the photograph harbours the sounds of memory but 

also silences them. The roses have stained her "plate of remembrance" with an 

immovable scent but without June to exhume the floral impression is temporarily 

displaced. While the photograph triggered her sensory perception, in a similar way 

to Roland Barthes granny cannot "effectively reach into the image". 
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Spending time with granny and the photograph named her "favourite"290 brought 

back the memory of June being a month she looked forward to welcoming. 

Superficially, it could be said that roses are her preferred flower but I don't think it's 

as simple as that. These floral charms act as a departure point for granny's focus on 

a life force that gave her an infinite supply of joy. Their hassle-free nature was her 

way of evading family life. By reconnecting with the root of joy, she was ignoring 

all past hurts. Material smiles do not emit personal sighs therefore photographs are 

best described as objects harbouring all kinds of emotions that await the 

remembering individual. Each time granny is confronted photographically, she puts 

on her "rose tinted glasses". Taking the domestic snapshot at "face-value" and only 

seeing its rosy hues is part of the ready-made photographic meal. It is convenient to 

see what sits on the surface, why look to "what lies beneath" as it would only 

uncover a cover-up. One would think if something is present then it is not absent, 

equally if something is absent then it is not present. This statement may confuse but 

give it time and thought. Granny's roses exist with blooming happiness but mask the 

grief felt for her absent daughter who stands in the middle of the photograph with a 

life performing presence. The Maloney family photographs are present but the 

emotions and intentions of the photographer are absent. Barthes's 'Winter Garden 

Photograph' is absent but given literary life to make present what otherwise should 

have died. Campt's failure to reproduce a photograph of her mother in 'Image 

Matters' is described by her as an enactment of seething absence. For Campt the 

photograph dually marks her mother's absence and the presence of that absence. 

Continuing with this thematic, Campt draws on the sensory dimension of humming. 

This pulsating drone is associated with a specific song that is also tuned to her 
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mother's death. The lyrics by Roberta Flack act as a "site" for smiles, sighs and 

sorrow; 

Strumming my pain with his fingers 

Singing my life with his words 

Killing me softly with his song ... 

As Campt's father embroidered loss into these lyrics, she remembers his bodily 

sway, closed eyes and snapping fingers. He was drawn into rhythm and transported 

by song. She remembers this scenario being both upbeat and saddening. Roberta 

Flack's song will forever be encased in presence and absence, pleasure and pain, just 

as granny's roses will. Turning to the sensory demonstrates how "affect" attaches 

itself to objects and people. This is underscored in the example with Campt's father. 

It was also evidenced via the encounter with granny and the "roses", Marian and the 

"Box Brownie", Josie and the "mislaid" photograph, Tessie and the "photo of her 

youth", Jimmy and the "picture-frame", Mrs. Jennings and the "family portrait" and 

Barthes's ambiguous "Winter Garden Photograph". These haptic encounters 

contextualise Campt's notion of "the sticky residue of memory and history". 

According to her the correlation between memory and history "affectively " makes 

people cling to certain photographs. 

Building on another "affective" thematic illuminating the correlation of memory and 

history is Seremetakis's grandma-child relationship. While feeding, grandma would 

talk and chant to the youngling calling it "my eyes", "my heart", "my soul". This act 

of transfer triggers the bodily senses as it engages the child's hearing, awakens vision 

and the transference of substance from mouth to mouth stimulates taste and tactility. 

Consequently Seremetakis argues that memory is stored in substances that are 

shared. Liking the photograph to a substance that stores and shares memory, while 
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also taking into account Roland Barthes's assertion that the photograph is never 

memory and actually blocks it forced me to reconsider the photograph as a 

mnemonic device. Photography seems most suitably described as a paradox, while 

storing memory, it also blocks it. Taking granny to the heart of this example 

reminds us of her adoration for the roses that filled the photograph, they grew so 

wildly that they almost hampered with the visual of Betty standing in the middle. 

The pretty pink hues of blooming roses block the traumatic memory associated with 

Betty's tragic death, while the sprawling nature of big beautiful blooms store the 

memory of granny's favourite fragrance. Campt argues that some feelings and 

emotions escape visual capture but I aim to stress that they exist in the depths of the 

material object and if a reaction is evaded it is only because it's humanly denied. For 

example, Barthes's phenomenological (subjective consciousness) self or "logical" 

self didn't want photography to "affect" him. It's "purely observational" attribute 

couldn't awaken anything more than vision but as "memoire involontaire" attempted 

to seep into his body - touch, sound, smell and perhaps taste lent Barthes a "plate of 

remembrance" dusted with a short-lived sensory experience. 

Olin believes Barthes's "punctum" is embellished with forgetfulness. According to 

her this illuminates an important aspect of memory, it elucidates the deception at its 

heart, its ability to embroider, change and be displaced. As my visual practice 

responded to observations with granny, Tessie, Josie, Marian, Mrs. Jennings and 

Jimmy, I was lured into the photographic enactment of joy and sorrow, presence and 

absence, memory and forgetfulness. This brings me to a photograph retrieved by 

Tessie, it was a representation of her and two small children proudly smiling for the 

camera. This people presence has come to represent absence as Tessie told me about 
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the day she went back to that picture-taking spot. She vividly remembers the 

primroses being in full bloom just as they were when the photograph was taken. The 

primroses have embroidered absence into a photograph full of spirited presence. 

This presence and absence created a performative space for an "affective" memory 

as Tessie stroked, smiled, talked and got teary-eyed with "one of her favourite 

photographs. "291 

,, 

Figure 28 'From the Mooney Archive, Circa 1940' 
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This thesis began as an introduction into the Gilvarry archive. As it was 

encountered, the photographs being looked at were drawn into oral and sonic 

registers as the voices in my company created a narrative for the visual histories 

passing through our hands. Granny and my mother transported me back in time with 

their knowledge of family history and as a result I was moved closer to 

understanding vernacular photography. Older picture-types stood out as the veins of 

material creases and crinkles spoke of age and aesthetic. These were the 

photographs of the "Box Brownie". It's viewfinder wove a community fabric and 

knitted a sense of belonging for those removed from the luxury of seeing themselves 

in picture form during the 1950's and early 1960's. The fact that some of Mrs. 

Maloney's photographs ended up in the Gilvarry archive creates a point of 

compatibility for Poole's concept the "visual economy". Through this notion Poole 

looked at image production, circulation and consumption - these ideas capture a 

sense of how visual imagery moves across national and cultural boundaries. With 

this example in mind we are guided back to Mrs. Maloney who produced 

photographs via a "Box Brownie", circulated them with the hearty nature of giving 

and watched them be consumed by families that delighted in the joys of this new and 

not failing to forget "external" means of visualisation. This not only forged a 

connection among families in the village but also built a link between the domestic 

snapshot and the archive. 
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' ... Inscriptions are effaced by time, and the imagery moulders away.'
292 

Figure 29 'From Project Fieldwork, Picture Extracted from the Maloney Family Album, 
2012' 

This photograph was extracted from one of Mrs. Maloney's albums. It embodies a 

tactile trace. Although fading and disintegrating back into the pictorial emulsion that 

has preserved them, the ghostly trace of this bunch of girls sits on a contradictory 

surface as a sense of vigour is also embedded into the material trace. Bordering on 

presence and absence, wholeness and fragmentation, this photograph engages with 

the enactment of "the-that-has-been". My interest in the archive focused on the 

practices of image-making but the ambiguity of historical discourse in the archive 

was raised as most photographs made me feel like an outsider. However, as histories 

were shared and meaningful narratives constructed, the outsider became the insider. 

If it wasn't for my granny and my mother I would not be aware of the history 
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concerning Mrs. Maloney and the "Box Brownie". Also if it wasn't for a shared 

practice [ wouldn't be mindful of the stories and haptic encounters that attach to 

people and objects. Granny, Tessie, Josie, Marian, Mrs. Jennings and Jimmy moved 

photography into "affectiveness" by 'exposing the operations of memory in the 

retelling of their stories.'293 

"The-that-has-been" also performs as a re-telling but it is a material surviving detail 

that hinges on pure representation and as the aura of appearance changes over time 

so does the context of "the-that-has-been". The trace of elegance and poise visible in 

(fig.30) on the following page has altered between the time of photographic capture 

and the moment of photographic encounter. The drifting period in which time coasts 

by sets a context for the material trace and its ability to stray from pure 

representation. The movement that has blurred this image was intentional, not only 

does it represent a shift in time but it also plays on the generic photographic 

approach. If this photograph was simulated, the visual information would stay the 

same. By implementing a strategy to obscure this day of wedded bliss, "the shape of 

people change". Smiles blend back into the black-and-white emulsion, presence is 

ruptured and the wholeness of the fragment undergoes further fragmentation. The 

"punctum" of pleasure and pain embellishing most family snapshots is tom away 

from the cliched "cheesy grin" to settle on the flaws of imperfection that prefer to be 

ignored. The "so-called" happy aesthetic is rejected in favour of a visual strategy 

that forces to viewer to engage with the cracks, creases, melting, blurriness, fading 

faces and image parts disappearing into oblivion. These strategies critically 

represent the correlation between "photography, memory and material culture". 
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Figure 30 'From Project Fieldwork, Re-photographed Picture from the Gilvarry Archive, 
2012' 

... The shape of people changed when they got here ... 294 
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Figure 31 'From Project Fieldwork, Re-photographed Picture from the Moyles Archive, 
2012' 

'It was important that you sent home good packaging and the photo was the 

packaging of affluence. . .. .'295 

'And for him, the suit was the key to understanding what lies beneath the pretty 

covering.'296 
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While photography is a means of show and tell, it has certain limitations hence the 

strategy to employ the time line of before and after. The recordable facet of film 

constructs a wholeness for the otherwise photographic realm of static and 

fragmented imagery. The shift to the filmic sphere marks the transition towards a 

site of "affect" and movement. This statement does not intend to dissociate the still 

image from an affective register, photographs carry a range of sensory affects but it's 

how to effectively record the experience that represents the problematic point. 

Photography is the main medium ofrepresentation but film was also explored (as an 

amateur) with the intention of leading the viewer into ' ... a deeper engagement with 

the affects of domestic photography.'297 Granny's experience with the photograph of 

wild roses acts as an example. When photographing the "affective" encounter, the 

visual that registered was blurry, this incurred because of the movement from hand 

to nose. By turning to film - the visual, tactile, olfactory and aural as an embodied 

sensory experience was enabled, as a result the "affective" space moved from 

stagnated to animated. With reference to the practices of photography and film, 

Back's concept the "reciprocated gift" is re-introduced to act as a detail of 

illumination for the embodied nature of social experience and to also function as a 

metaphor for the insight of shared experiences. 

The photograph on the following page (fig.32) is also an image from my visual 

practice, it depicts Marian beholding a photo of her mother known to the reader as 

Mrs. Maloney. Not only does Mrs. Maloney's formal portrait taken at the Owl 

Studio's in Dublin circa 1947 peer out of the fragment with a presence that is 

perpetuated by photography's eternal aura but she is also preserved by the emulsion 
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of contradiction as my visual strategy has encased her in an ethereal double 

exposure. 

Figure 32 'From Project Fieldwork, Marian Barratt Beholding a Portrait of her Mother 
(Mrs. Maloney), 2011' 

' ... The object of material practices of exchange and display, lingering and 

cherishing, holding and remembering, delighting and despairing, mourning and 

nostalgia. '298 
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As a result both presence and absence "affectively" creates a context for the 

paradoxical photographic relationship. This presence and absence extends into 

Marian's hands, while she appears to elusively nestle this photograph, there were 

moments prior to and after this still was taken that observed Marian behold the photo 

of her mother in multiple ways. She would stroke it, rub it, twirl it in her hands as 

she chatted with expression and at other times she would bend it back and forth. 

These haptic registers showcase what Levin terms the "doing" aspect of 

photography. Through this point of contact Levin draws on how the image exceeds 

its frame and directly "affects" the viewer. Forcing the nature of Back's 

"reciprocated gift" to meet Levin's notion of "doing" creates an index for observing 

how images exceed their frame and "affect" the viewer. Throughout this thesis 

"affect" was explored as a material surviving detail that triggered pleasure and pain. 

By employing a "reciprocated" practice, a set of responses were illuminated and the 

experience between the beholder and their sensory memory was seen and revealed. 
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